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i~ one" sp;ing Bar "8 in One" Spring Bar Assortment 
Assortment Includes 8 types- 36 sizes 

#
82

·
2014 A total of 1200 pi~ces! 

We've combined the best selling sizes and types of 
spring bars in a sturdy 36 compartment box. 

Introductory 
Special 

Contains these popular styles: 

• Double Shoulder- Regular, Thin, Stainless Steel 
• Double Flange (Stainless)- 1.3mm, 1.5mm 1.8mm 
• Buckle Type (Stainless)- 6 sizes, Short End (Reg. price $48) 

Receive a steel spring bar tool and mm lug gauge 
with purchase of our new spring bar kit. 

BERGEON Spring Bar Tool 
The Best Available .. 

For fitting and removing spring bars. Features heavy knurl 
handle for a sure grip. One end has a spatula shaped fork, 
the other end is reversible- point/small fork . 

Replacement Tips: • Large Fork, • Point/Sm. Fork ..... $3.50 ea . 

MENS Clip-on Strap 

#WB-404 Fine Calfskin, 11/16" (18mm) 
Available in Black or Brown 

Black Cord Band 
ty-'151-- ~. 
. ~·=:x:..·~~~() Has yellow plated 

clasp and fittings. 

#430B .•••• s4.95 ea. 3 @ $3.95 each 

Leather Watch Fob 
Braided double loop. Available in black or brown. 

Nylon One-Piece 
12 Strap Assortment (Men's 18mm) 

on Display Card 

Colors: Black, 
Brown, Navy, Olive, 
White, Khaki 

Individual Straps 

$1.30 ea. 

Leather 
One-Piece 

.... 

Plain or Embossed 
Available in Black or Brown 

#WB-402 (Embossed) Specify 
regular or long. 

Length 10-1/4" . c ) 
#WB-48A (Black) G#WB-48B (Brown) $2.95 

#WB-409 (Plain) 
Specify regular or long. 
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President's Message 
Jack Kurdzionak, CW 

The availability of spare parts from many watch manufacturers and some clock companies is an issue 
that is not going to go away. Many AWCI members are painfully aware that some companies restrict the 
distribution of spare parts to the independent horologists who wish to service their products. The companies' 
rationales for their spare part policies vary from company to company without any consistency amongst the 
brands. One company's policy can be no spare parts whatsoever, while another will distribute some to inde
pendent horologists who meet their requirements to qualify for a spare part account. Another company will 
distribute only exterior appearance spare parts and not supply movement spares while another's policy is 

diametrically opposed. Some luxury brands will distribute spare parts and others will not, while some low priced brands will not supply 
any spares, and others will do so without hesitation. This current state of spare parts distribution makes watch and clock repair much 
more complicated than it has ever been in the past. Not only does our membership have to understand and be able to repair a watch or 
clock, they have to comprehend a myriad of conflicting policies generated by many different companies. 

Many members have asked us to seek legal remedies to force these companies to change their policies, but this may not be the 
most prudent approach. Our legal counsel has advised us that the companies are probably well within their legal rights when they restrict 
spare parts distribution and do not forget, they also have attorneys, and often have more funds than we do in their budget for legal 
matters. We need to help our membership cope with this difficult situation without waging a potentially damaging legal battle with the 
watch and clock industry. Our first line of defense is to assist our members by arming them with facts about company policies so that they 
avoid potential problems that can arise when no spare parts are available. I will appoint a spare parts committee with Manuel Yazijian as 
chairman, to survey all of the major watch and clock companies asking about their spare part policy. When the information is gathered 
and compiled it will be published in HT and on our web site for member use. By knowing in advance the spare part policy of each major 
company, our members will be equipped with advance knowledge of which companies' products they can service with genuine spare 
parts. There are few situations more frustrating to a horologist than to be unable to complete a repair due to the lack of a spare part. It is 
far better to avoid this situation than to deal with it when the job is nearly complete. This committee's work may not satisfy all of our 
members but will help them intelligently choose which brands they wish to service. 

Executive Director's Message 
James E. Lubic, CMW 

With the annual meeting behind us, now it is time to get started on the corning year's projects. The 
minutes from the board meetings are being voted on at this very moment as are the new committees for the 
upcoming year. 

I need to appeal to our members to donate Atrnos Clocks to the ELM Charitable Trust. The Atmos 
Clocks that are presently being used are the original clocks that Jerry Jaeger used since the course's inception 
back in the late 1980s. These clocks have been worked on far too many times and it's time for replacements. 
This is a very popular course that is now taught by Jeff Hamilton. The clocks that are needed are the Atrnos 

caliber 526-528. This caliber is used for the first two days of the class; an optional third day with the caliber 540 is being developed. We 
also need caliber 540s for this third day. Your donations are tax deductible. If you have any questions you can call me at 866-367-2924, ext. 
310, or the ELM Charitable Trust's Director of Development, Gary Richards at ext 315. 

The four major projects that I'll be working on this year along with the volunteer committee members, in no particular order as 
they are all important to our future, are: 

( 1) A new and improved web site. This has been in the planning and committee stage for a long time. The company that we will 
be working with on this project has been identified through the hard work of the technology committee. The members of this committee 
are: Manuel Yazijian, Chairman; Ron Price; Matthew Clark and Ray Cherry. 

(2) A rewrite and house cleaning of our Constitution and Bylaws. This committee has at least two years invested in this project. 
They are planning to have a copy of the new Constitution and Bylaws posted on our web site and at AWl Matters shortly after the first 
of the year. This will give our members a chance to review and comment on the new document prior to voting on it in the annual spring election. 
The members of this committee are: Jim Door, Chairman; Mark Baker; Gene Bertram; Paul Wadsworth and Dennis Warner. 

(3) A new project and new committee will begin working on a Pricing Survey. We hope to make this the ultimate survey in our 
industry. As soon as the committees are officially approved we will get started on this as I hope to have this survey available by Dec 1 ". 
The members of this committee are: Tony Riggio, Chairman; David P. Kurdzionak and Manuel Yazijian. 

( 4) The Education and Certification Committees have been working on the modernization of our certification exams and the 
development of the educational programs to support these new certifications since last year. Our goal is to have the traditional Certified 
Watchmaker (CW) and Certified Master Watchmaker (CMW) up and running by the first of the year. You will hear more about the work 
of these two committees throughout the year. Education Committee members are: Jerry Faier, Chairman; Vince Schrader; Herman Mayer; 
Dominique Wieland; Keith Lovett; Michael Gainey; John Bryant and Brien Dews. Certification Committee members are: Ron DeCorte, 
Chairman; Jerry Faier; Jerry Jaeger; JoeJuaire; Chip Lim and Jim Zimmerman. 

Recently I did some research into the number of Certified members of A WI, and this is what I found: Total number of A WI 
members: 4159. Total A WI members with certification: 550; Certified Clockrnakers ( CC): 79; Certified Master Clockrnakers ( CM C): 59; 
Certified Watchmaker ( CW): 71; Certified Master Watchmaker (CMW): 329; Certified Electronic Watch Technician ( CEWT): 18; Certified 
Master Electronic Watchmaker (CMEW): 59. Seven members have a master certification in all three categories. Since there were so many 
more CMW s I wanted to see when these titles were earned. Following is what I found: Grandfathered into A WI in 1960 as CMW: 73; 1961 
to 1970:53: 1971 ro 1980~· 121; 981 to 1990: 52; 1991 to2000: 30. 

' I 
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Finallv! Just One wrench 
lor Rolex* Tubes! 

Now you need just one wrench to service 
both the S.lmm and 6.0mm Rolex* 

new-style case tubes. 

Introductory Price 
ONLY $49.95 
Order yours today! 

It's time to get your Micro Stella 
System Wrench too! 

Regulate the Rolex* balance wheel 
properly every time. 

ONLY $79.95 

Don't forget the I 00 Piece 
Generic Spring Bar Service Kit 

for Rolex*. 
All stainless steel and they fit 

just like the originals. 

ONLY $69.95 

*The Wm. S. McCaw Co. is not authorized by, nor affiliated with, Rolex Watch U.S.A., Inc. 

• 
3~ 

ORDER TODAY! IN STOCK AND READY TO SHIP! 

--Wm. S. McCaw Company 
Since 1913 

Phone: 419-243-3720 
800-4 72-0200 
800-537-0343 

Fax: 419-243-0321 
800-245-6481 

mccawco@worldnet.att.net 
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Questions & Answers 

Question 
When was the slipping main

spring invented? When we talk about 
slipping mainsprings, we immediately 
think of mainsprings found in automatic/ 
self-winding watches. But, Georges 
Frederic Roskopf (1813-1889) came 
out with the "Proletaire" (peoples' 
watch) in 1868 which included not only 
a pin lever escapement but also a slip
ping mainspring. This finding is most 
unusual to modem watchmakers. But 
he definitely used it on his watches all 
the way back in the late 1860s. 

Also, while talking to a col
league, Mr. Ernest Tope, he mentioned 
to me a miniature antique Vacheron 
Constantin he was working on and it 
ALSO had a slipping mainspring which 
tapered to twice as thick on the out
side coil. 

History shows that Mr. 
Roskopf's accomplishments had been 
met with some resistance by the well 
established watchmaking families. It 
would be interesting to find out who 
was the first to employ this slipping 
mainspring system in production 
watches. Roskopf, Vacheron 
Constantin , another invention of 
Breguet's or some unknown and ob
scure personage. 

Manuel Yazijian, 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

Answer 

Origins of Mainsprings 
The origins of the mainspring 

have intrigued horological researchers 
for years. The commonly accepted tale 
involves a locksmith named Peter 
Henlein. (1480-1542), a.k.a. Peter 
Hele, who is supposed to have invented 
the first portable timepiece (using a 

4 

mainspring), in Nuremberg, Germany: 
the so-called Nuremberg Egg (because 
of its shape) . It has pretty much been 
debunked as a fable at this point be
cause of references to portable time
pieces in earlier manuscripts. 

Jeanne Vielliard wrote in his 
article, "Catalan Clocks and Clock
makers to the end of the Middle Ages,": 
"the Catalan Archives reveal the ex
istence of portable mechanical clocks 
from the middle of the 14th century." 
To make a clock portable, it had to have 
a mainspring, so mainsprings must have 
existed in the middle of the 14th cen
tury. The sketches of Leonardo da Vinci 
(1452-1519) show various forms of 
springs, including flat, coiled ribbons of 
steel used in clocks. His sketches also 
show mainspring barrels and fusee, 
circa late 15th century (Figure 1). De
tailed paintings, personal inventory lists 
and written wills of the time show that 
portable clocks used as watches were 
well established before 1470. 

Who was the first to use the 
flat coiled steel ribbon as a driving 
force for a portable timepiece? No one 
knows. The late Henry Fried ventured 
a fascinating theory as to the origin of 
the mainspring, though. 

~ ~ ~ \. 
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Figure 1: Various illustrations of springs 
for portable clocks, made by Leonardo da 
Vinci. Taken from the book, The Unknown 
Leonardo, by Bedini-Reti. 
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Flat, coiled ornamental iron
work was popular in 12th century Eu
rope for church and public building ar
chitecture (Figure 2). Heating and 
manipulating the flat iron rods to make 
them soft enough to form into scroll
work with many turns or coils required 
great force to overcome the "memory," 
or tendency of the newly formed coil 
to return to a position of rest from a 
tensed state. Since clockwork was a 
subject of great interest to scientists, 
mechanicians, mathematicians and 
even architects in the 13th and 14th cen
turies, it is not too much of a stretch of 
the imagination to see an inventive ob
server of scrollwork coming up with 
the idea of harnessing the potential 
motive power of a coiled steel ribbon. 

(Continued on page 32.) 

Figure 2: 
Decorative 
iron scroll 
work with 

~A~ IJ spiral turns. 



We Won't Brag About Our New- Catalog. 
(We'll Let Our Customers Do It For Us). 
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"The best I've ever seen." "More informative than anyone else's." These are just a few of the 
things we're hearing from customers about our new Horological Products Catalog. Over 220 pages detailing 
thousands of products stocked for immediate delivery. A catalog so packed with detail our customers are telling 
us it's as much a reference book as it is a catalog. With convenient lay-flat spiral binding, double the parts 
information and twice the pages of watch tools and supplies of our last catalog, the new Horological Products 
Catalog from Jules Borel is truly an indispensable source for all of your horological product needs, including: 

Crystals: 12 pages of money-saving generic crystals, plastic, glass and sapphire. 
Crowns: 12 pages showing many new types, including 18 K yellow. 
Mainsprings: New section detailing the more than 600 mainsprings we have ready to ship. 
Watchband Clasps and Pins: Many new varieties, with individual details available now. 
Hands: Huge array of sizes and styles. 14 pages listing specific sizes. 
Spring Bars: All Stainless Steel, in all types, sizes and lengths. 4 to 42 mm. 
Batteries: Cross-reference chart showing sizes, as well as everything in battery changing tools. 

Call, Fax, Log-In or E-mail and ask for the new Horological Products Catalog. 
Free with an order, or $5 for shipping (refunded on f"trst purchase). $30 minimum order. 

.Jittl·el 
Jules Borel & Company 

Order Desk: 1-800-776-6858 
Order Fax: 1-800-776-6862 

j ulesborel.com/awi 



J.M. Huckabee, 
CMC, FAWI, FBHI 
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Ask Huck 

Plate Pivot Hole Relocation 

Question 
Amovementhas punch marks around one 

of its pivots. The area is too large to obscure by a 
typical bushing. What do you recommend? 

Answer, 
Your story is one that makes this "old 

clockmaker" want to cry. We are not magi
cians, and do not have a good and easy solu
tion. If we decide to change the situation, it 
will be another obvious modification to the 
movement plate. 

If the area is small, I insert a larger 
diameter bushing. That may obscure the dam
age, but leaves a tale of the past problem. 

For the past 30, or more years, I have 
used lathe-turned bushings. Therefore, I can 
use whatever size that may be needed to cover 
the damaged area. 

A number of years ago, I had a job 
that had hammer marks around a crudely 
staked-in-place bushing. I was ashamed for 
anyone to ever know such a job had ever been 
in my hand. 

After a few days thought, I cut a half
inch round hole in the plate, and machined a 
plug to press fit into the hole. The plug was 
drilled to a suitable bushing size. 

The result was obvious of past disas
ter. However, the job looked good, much bet
ter than the hammer marks. 

We often have jobs that we must de
cline, or do the very best possible within the 
problem at hand. I prefer to some way sal
vage every job that bears our American 
history. 

Bushing Location Error 

Question 
The clock movement in hand has a 

pivot bushing that I suspect has a location 
error. How can this be determined? 

Answer 
Most factory-built clock movements 

had their pivot holes drilled, or pierced, in a 
stack. If that is true with your movement, com
pare pivot distances of the opposite plate. Use 
a trammel to measure relative distance from 
the questioned location to similar positions on 
the opposite plate. Or, disassemble the move
ment, and reassemble just the pieces involved. 
Inspect the wheel pinion mesh to determine the 
location error. 

Movements, as our old American ex
amples, have lantern pinions and considerable 
wheel pinion lash. A slight bushing location er
ror may go unnoticed. That form of gearing is 
more tolerant to center distance error than 
where cut pinions are used. 

When a wheel pinion pair are near one 
plate, the respective pivot hole wears faster, 
and is also less tolerant to pivot hole location 
error. Once the error is found, it can be 
corrected. 

I have found a number of cases where 
location error was original to the movement. In 
those cases, the test of time indicates that no 
correction should be made. 

Correction is made by moving the hole 
location and installation of a suitable bushing. 

0 
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WATCH PARTS, BATTERIES, BANDS, 
MOVEMENTS, CRYSTALS & TOOLS 

YO I' 

PAVLAK, INC 

, 
• 

and receive 

10°/o OFF 
on your first order 

800-752-9491 
VOICE: 213-627-4914 

FAX: 213-627-3522 
Email: paylak@sbcglobal.net 

51 0 W. 6th St. Suite 430 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 
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Seiko 7S26A Automatic 
Movement: Economy by Design 

"John Davis has been studying horology since 1997 when the astonishing fact that the me
chanical watch is not dead was revealed to him by an in-flight magazine article on Breguet. 
After studying on his own and with a generous and talented watchmaker/mentor in San Fran
cisco, he enrolled in the Watch Technology Institute at North Seattle Community College. He 
recently graduated with a WOSTEP certification and, while seeking full-time employment, 
continues to write articles for International Wristwatch and ThePuristS.com where he moderates 
the "WatchRap" discussion forum." 

Watches are machines. While some 
of them may also be works of art, they cannot 
escape the fact that they are machines. There 
is craft involved in the ability to engineer a 
movement for production runs in the tens of 
thousands that is wholly other than the craft 
involved in manufacturing and finishing a 
movement by hand. There are very few me
chanical movements produced in greater num
bers or found in less-expensive watches than 
the Seiko 7S26A automatic. Still, it is widely 
regarded as a very robust and reliable 

movement, found in watches touted as "bul
let-proof" by their owners. In the course of 
this article I will attempt to discover how this 
movement can be produced so inexpensively 
and yet perform so admirably. 

The ability to withstand abuse is a 
highly desirable feature for a mechanical 
watch. The 7S26A uses Seiko's patented 
Diashock shock protection on the balance piv
ots, has a soft, plastic spacer ring closely inte
grated with the movement and a relatively low 
mass rotor that is unlikely to bend or break the 
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Calendar mechanism 

rotor shaft even with very severe shocks. The plastic 
spacer ring provides a great deal of additional shock re
sistance and is a more economical solution than a metal 
spacer ring as well. This combination of economic and 
sensible engineering is a trend that persists in almost ev
ery facet of the design of the 7S26A movement. 

The dial side of the 7S26A movement contains a 
calendar mechanism with quickset features that is largely 
made of plastic. While there is often much disdain amongst 
watch enthusiasts for plastic components in mechanical 
wristwatches, there are instances where it is acceptable 
and possibly even preferable. One particular area in which 
plastic is a perfectly logical solution is the calendar mecha
nism. These are parts that rotate at very slow speeds (or 
sometimes intermittently) and with very little torque for 
the majority of their rotation. This combination of features 
makes them controversial with regards to lubrication. While 
lubricating them significantly will increase the drag on the 
movement and possibly ultimately stop the watch or result 
in damage during time setting, leaving them sparsely lubri
cated or dry will ultimately result in significant wear. Plas
tic is an ideal solution for these components because it is 

Calendar advance wheel 

light and self-lubricating. 
I won't pretend that 
Seiko's primary concern 
here is not one of eco
nomics, but it is combined 
with intelligent engineer
ing as well. 

The plastic parts 
in question are the 
quickset wheels, the inter
mediate calendar wheel 

October 2003 

and the calendar advance wheel. The calendar advance 
wheel has two plastic fingers to advance the date and day 
disks that will easily slip out of the way if the quickset is 
activated while the calendar is advancing. The presence 
of one tiny Phillips screw in the calendar plate is some
thing of a mystery and along with the molded plastic and 
thin metal plates lends the bottom plate the appearance of 
a very well made calculator. This is a very functional and 

Under the rotor 

robust quickset and calendar mechanism and, being largely 
made of plastic components, requires no lubrication. 

One of my favorite features of Seiko automatics 
is the Magic Lever winding system. Astoundingly, it has 
only four moving parts. This simplicity of design adds to 
its robustness while maintaining a high level of functional
ity. Along with the lack of manual winding, a feature miss
ing from most entry-level automatics from Asia, it makes 
the 7S26A one of the simplest automatics around. The 
springy arms of the Magic Lever, mounted eccentrically 
on a wheel geared with the rotor, alternately pull and push 
the pawl wheel in the counterclockwise direction to wind 
the mainspring. 

Wh i 1 e 
most automatic 
systems have a 
dead angle that is 
more or less con
sistent regardless 
of the position of 
the rotor, the 
geometry of the 
eccentrically 
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pawl lever axis 

Magic Lever 

mounted Magic Lever results in a dead angle of varying 
size, depending on the position of the rotor. 

In the 7S26A, a gear on the underside of the rotor 
is coupled with a drive wheel. The Magic Lever is in tum 
driven by an eccentrically mounted post on the drive wheel 
from a point I have called the "pawl lever axis" in the 
diagram. The key to understanding the action of the Magic 
Lever lies in understanding that the "entrance pawl" and 
"exit pawl" both provide winding (or maintaining) action 
and slipping (or releasing) action, sometimes alternately 
and at other times together, depending on the position of 
the lever at the time. 

Considering only the entrance pawl first, it can be 
seen that if the pawl axis is moving from A to B (in either 
the counterclockwise or clockwise direction), the entrance 
pawl will be pulling on the teeth of the pawl wheel and 
providing winding action. Conversely, if the pawl axis is 
moving from B to A, it is either slipping over the pawl 
wheel teeth or allowing it to recoil somewhat. 

As regards the exit pawl, when the pawl axis is 
moving from D to C, it is providing winding action by push
ing on the pawl wheel teeth and is slipping or allowing 
recoil when the pawl axis is moving from C to D. 

At first glance, it might seem that the range of 
motion of the pawl axis between A and C in the clockwise 
direction and between D and B in the counterclockwise 
direction would be the most productive portions of the 
motion of the drive wheel as the winding action of both 
pawls is being utilized. In fact though, since there is no 
slipping action, there is nothing to maintain the winding 
action if the direction of the drive wheel is reversed any
where along that section of its rotation. This translates to 
a very large dead angle in the short portions of the drive 
wheel rotation between these four points. That is to say, if 
the Magic Lever wobbles back and forth in this region 
for a while, no winding action will be transferred to the 
mainspring. 

Conversely though, the larger portion of the pawl 
axis' motion between these four points results in a very 
small dead angle. When the pawl axis is moving between 
A and D (in either direction) or between Band C (in ei
ther direction), the action of one pawl is complemented by 
the slipping action of the other. When the rotor swings 
back and forth when the pawl axis is in this portion of its 
arc, the maximum amount of winding action is translated 
to the pawl wheel (keeping in mind that the pawl wheel 
teeth in the diagram are greatly exaggerated and are in 
actuality very fine). 

The dead angle is at its smallest when the pawl 
axis is halfway between A and D or halfway between B 
and C (approximately where it is in the diagram). By at
taching the rotor so that the minimum dead angle of the 
rotor corresponds to its natural, relaxed state in the crown 
down position, the winding efficiency is maximized. In this 
way, the normal movements of the arm (particularly in 
activities like walking, where the watch is crown down 
most of the time) will result in the greatest winding action. 

While it is true that in certain rotor positions the 
dead angle is quite large, in other positions it is incredibly 
small (relative to other automatic systems). If the rotor is 
positioned properly when installed in the movement, the 
dead angle is minimized when the rotor is in the crown 
down position (approximately). This ensures that the mini
mum dead angle zone is capitalized on during wear (when 
the majority of the time is spent in the crown down posi
tion) to maximize winding efficiency. 

To assist the watchmaker in positioning the rotor 
correctly, there is a small hole in the drive wheel that lines 
up with a hole in the balance bridge when the rotor is in 
line with the crown. This capitalization on the idiosyncra
sies of the Magic Lever geometry likely accounts for the 
efficient winding action most Seiko wearers experience 
in actual use. Unfortunately for us, it also makes it impos
sible to compare its efficiency with that of other auto
matic systems without exhaustive real world testing. 

Upon removing the% bridge, we can access the 
barrel, the power train and the oddly placed keyless works. 
It is quite rare to see keyless works on the bridge side of 
the movement and is facilitated in this case by the ab
sence of manual winding capability. By placing the clutch 
lever, set lever and detent where the crown wheel would 
usually be, the space on the dial side can be used for the 
quickset mechanism. This allows all of these components 
to be quite a bit beefier than they would be otherwise. 
The increased size of these levers and wheels adds to 
their robustness as well as their ease of manufacture, owing 
to the looser tolerances required. 

The power train of the 7S26A is a direct-seconds 
layout of the simplest configuration. Quite remarkable for 
a low-cost movement such as this, are the Diafix cap jew
els on the third wheel and escape wheel. These jewels 
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Keyless works 

The 
escape wheel 
teeth, while 
appropriately 
polished, are 
not beveled at 
all, leaving a 
rather wide 
face to impulse 
the pallet jew
els. One pos
sible reason 
for these wide 

Power train 

bring the total number to 21, quite sufficient for an auto
matic watch, especially wjth only two jewels in the auto
matic system. The crude power train wheels are silver in 
color and the center wheel is actually a solid disk, having 
no spokes or even holes drilled through it. 

impulse surfaces is to prolong the life of the pallet stones. 
The wide faces of the escape wheel teeth are less likely 
to groove the pallet stones even after years of use. More 
likely though is that Seiko simply wanted to save the costs 
associated with the extra step of beveling the escape wheel 
teeth. Seiko escapements also seem to have an unusually 
large locking depth (the extent to which the pallet jewels 
lock the escape wheel teeth). In all likelihood this is a 
concession to looser tolerances in the manufacturing pro
cess and in my experience often results in lower balance 
amplitude. 

I~ 
WITS CHI 
'-/.'SWISS BASED FIRM 

TIME FOR ACCURACY 
I~ 

WITSLHI's waterprooftester 
'-.../' 

- the ALC 2000 
Tested in Europe and found to be the most accurate! 
• user-friendly fully automatic measurement programs 

• flexible- tests vacuum and pressure vacuum (up to -0.8 bar) and 
pressure (up to 10 bar), separately or combined 

• programmable 

• multi-lingual 

• practical 

• fast 

• future-orientated 

10 customer specific test programs 

9 language choices: Eng., Fr., Ger., It., Sp., 
and the 4 Scandinavian languages 

• able to print results 

automatic locking and release of the pressure chamber 

automatic or manual from 10 to 300 sec. 

assured by a 16-bit processor 

WITS CHI printer (Citizen) or 
printer with serial interface 

Witschi Electronics USA, Inc. 
700 Cinnaminson Avenue Suite 5 Palmyra, NJ 08065 

Tel: 856-829-1179 • Fax: 856-829-2266 
Tel: 1-800-882-7977 (U.S., Can. & Mexico only) 

www.witschiusa.com • e-mail: voight@witschiusa.com 
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Pallet lever 

The pallet 
bridge is nicely 
shaped and sup
ports a very 
homely pallet lever. 
The topside of the 
pallet appears to 
have had its insides 
scooped out and is 
utterly unfinished. 
Interestingly, the 

underside of the pallet fork is fairly well polished, con
trasting with the Swiss tendency to finish the top of the 
pallet fork and not the bottom. I can only guess that the 
weird, semi-hollow form of the pallet fork is a side effect 
of a stamping process used in its production. Another 
possibility is that it is an attempt to make the pallet fork 
lighter, something that is highly desirable in this critical 
component. 

Nickel balance 

The nickel 
balance beats at 
21,600bph. While it 
is not critical for the 
balance to be made 
of a material that is 
stable over different 
temperatures, with
out a variant of 
elinvar for the hair
spring, it would be 
impossible for the 
movement to per-
form well in daily 

use. The flat hairspring, rather than being pinned, is crimped 
in a groove on the outside of the collet. This arrangement, 
identical to ETA's Greiner collet, does away with perfor
mance problems associated with the traditional method of 
pinning the hairspring to the collet. It has been reported to 
me that Seiko uses Nivaflex mainsprings, so it would 
not surprise me 
to find that Seiko 
purchases hair
springs directly 
from Nivarox-FAR 
(as ETA company) 
as well. The outer 
coil of the hairspring 
is similarly crimped 
in a slot in the stud. 
Although this is a Collet 

Seiko 7S26A movement 

perfectly functional solution, it negates the possibility of 
altering the length of the hairspring in the future, resulting 
in a balance that is effectively disposable. 

In my experience, 7S26A hairsprings are supplied 
with a bend at the stud that makes the hairspring lean 
heavily on the inside curb pin. I can only guess that this is 
a design feature intended to produce reliable results in 
mass production without any hand adjusting. Having hand 
adjusted a couple of 7S26A's, I've found that improved 
performance can be gained by carefully centering the hair
spring between the curb pins and then again at the dogleg. 
Practically speaking, the gains in positional performance 
probably do not warrant such time consuming adjustment 
in such an inexpensive movement. 

There are many positive things I can say about 
this movement, but the most relevant is that it is exceed
ingly honest. It is an economic design and construction 
that is crafted to maximize performance and robustness 
at minimal cost and has no pretenses of decoration or "fine
ness." In fact, it uses this very freedom from tradition to 
incorporate engineering solutions that would otherwise be 
shunned, like the plastic calendar wheels and spacer ring. 
It is heartily true unto itself as a low-cost, low-mainte
nance, long-lasting and well-functioning automatic move
ment and it is in all likelihood untouched by human hands 
in its manufacture. There is, however, significant accom
plishment in its conception and implementation. Without 
the Seiko 7S26A and comparable movements from Miyota 
(Citizen), Orient, and Swatch, many people would not be 
able to experience the joy of owning a mechanical watch 
at all. 

0 
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The precise heartbeat of time 

This is the new 101/2'" 2094 automatic chronograph 
movement, developed from the ETA Mecaline Speciality 
range of calibres. 

The passion of our watchmakers and their constant 
search for precision have resulted in a movement which 
accommodates in its small dimensions all the traditional 
functions of an automatic chronograph. It displays the date 
through a date aperture mechanism and has an excellent 
power reserve for high user-convenience. 

Worthy of the most beautiful manufactured movements, the 
2094 calibre benefits from a fine luxury finish and outstanding 
assembly quality. It imparts elegance and sophistication to 
the ladies' or men's timepieces in which it is fitted. 

WE DON'T KNOW WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS ... BUT 
WE MASTER THE TIME THAT SEPARATES US FROM IT! 

ETA SA Manufacture Horlogere Suisse I Marketing-Sales I CH-2540 Grenchen I Switzerland 

Phone +41 (0) 32 655 71 11 I Fax +41 (0) 32 655 71 74 I e-mail: etamarketing@eta.ch I www.eta.ch 

Switzerland I Germany I Hong Kong I Japan 

ETA 2094 

10 1f2' " cal. 

23.30 diameter 

Chronograph for 

ladies watches or 

shaped watches 

for men 

scale 1:1 



David J. LaBounty, 
CMC, FBHI 

Editor's Note: Unless 
otherwise noted, the 
letter references used 
this month in Part 9 
correspond to Figure 
28 in 'The Levers of 
American Striking 
Movements" Part 7, 
August 2003, page 26. 
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The Levers of American 
Striking Movements 
Part 9 
Repairing Severe Damage 

Replacing Levers 
Levers that have been broken and are 

now too short to be adjusted properly should 
be replaced. The diameter is 0.60"- 0.65" in 
most cases. The lever is mounted into the ar
bor through a hole and then the lever end 
peened to tighten the lever in place. Use a 
small, flat punch to push the old lever out of 
the hole in the arbor. Use the old lever as a 
pattern in measuring and shaping the new le
ver. Select a steel that is soft so that it will 
bend without fracturing, and is the same diam
eter as the old lever. Cold rolled steel is ideal 
for this purpose. Be sure the new lever is long 
enough to allow for shaping. The hardest part 
of replacing a lever is getting it tightly affixed 
to the arbor. File a slight taper on the end of 
the lever so that it can be fit snugly into the 
hole in the arbor and just protrude out of the 
other side. Hold the lever tightly in a vise, 
clamped just under the arbor with a little lever 
showing above the vise. Peen the end of the 
lever until the lever is good and tight. An alter
nate method is to machine a shoulder on the 
lever instead of filing a taper. This gives the 
arbor something to rest against while peening. 
Other methods such as knurling the end or flat
tening the end could be used as long as the 

lever is secure in the arbor. Once the lever is 
tightly inserted into the arbor it can be shaped 
and fitted to perform like the original. 

Soldering Levers 
I do not promote soldering levers, how

ever, it is something that can be properly done 
without damaging the lever or ruining its looks. 
Don't use solder to tighten a lever, however. 
Tightening levers should be done by the meth
ods described in "Replacing Levers" above. 
Soldering should only be done at a break and 
only if the break isn' t in a working area. Use a 
hard silver bearing solder (5% Ag) that will 
hold up under stress. Remove any excess sol
der by round filing the area until the break be
comes invisible. Be sure to clean the flux off 
of the lever. Solder, even silver solder, won't 
last in an area that is susceptible to wear so if 
a break is near a working surface the lever 
must be replaced. 

Missing Levers 
When faced with replacing a missing 

lever it is necessary to understand what the 
lever was supposed to do. Once this is fully 
understood the shape of the lever should be 
apparent. Most levers will have very few 

Figure 41: Showing 
180° of warning with 
the strike train at stop. 
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bends, be a consistent diameter, and shaped to provide the 
best leverage for the ease of the movement. Use the ex
isting levers as a guide for size and historical information 
as a guide for shape. Expect to have to fit and file to get 
the best possible replacement. 

MOVEMENT ASSEMBLY 
Part of having the levers work properly is getting 

the strike train jigged in the movement in the proper rela
tionship to the levers. Jigging a wheel one tooth off will 
cause an unnecessary adjustment of a lever. The follow
ing steps will aid in the proper alignment of the gears to 
the levers. 
1. Install the time and strike train. 
2. Weave levers into proper positions. 
3. Arrange the 2"ct pinwheel (J) so that the hammer lever 
(G) is between two hammer pins or has just dropped off of 
a hammer pin. 
4. Arrange the 3'ct wheel/stop-maintenance cam (I) so that 
the stop/maintenance lever (B) rests on the stop face of 
the notch. 
5. Arrange the warning wheel (H) so that the warning pin 
is approximately 180° away from the warning lever (E). 

(See Figure 41.) 
6. Make sure the previous relationships haven't changed. 
7. Jig the plates together. 
8. Attach the lever return springs to their posts and check 
for proper tension and clearance. The springs should have 
just enough tension to keep the levers in position when the 
movement is turned upside down. Too much tension and 
the movement will stall. Be sure the "tail" of the spring 
doesn't interfere with the operation of either train. 

Once the movement is back together check the following 
relationships: 

Stop/Maintenance Lever (B) to Stop/Maintenance Cam 
(I): Make sure the strike train is not in, or about to go into, 
warning by rotating the strike release pin (L) away from 
the "J" lever (F). Check the location of the stop/mainte
nance lever (B). It should be hard against the stop face of 
the notch in the stop/maintenance cam (1). Rotate the 
warning wheel (H) until the stop/maintenance lever (B) 

comes to rest against the stop face of the notch. You may 
have to pull the count lever (C) to the side of the count 
wheel (K), in order to simulate a stop notch on the count 
wheel (K) and get the stop/maintenance lever (B) to en
gage the stop/maintenance cam (1). 

Warning Lever (E) to Warning Pin: Without disturbing 
the strike train from its previous position, examine the re
lationship between the warning lever (E) and the warning 
pin. The pin should be approximately 180° away from the 
warning lever (E). (See Figure 41.) Too much warning 

and the strike train will advance sufficiently to pick up a 
hammer (N) in warning causing "hammer on the rise" and 
too little could risk a stall due to insufficient clearance of 
the stop/maintenance lever (B). This is where proper as
sembly pays off! If the warning pin isn't close to optimal 
then the warning wheel (H) will need to be reset. Loosen 
the plates a bit at the top and spread them with finger 
pressure until the pivot of the warning wheel (H) comes 
free. This will enable you to disengage the pinion of the 
warning wheel (H) from the 3'ct wheel/stop-maintenance 
cam (I) and rotate it independently. Rotate the warning 
wheel (H) the appropriate direction for the warning pin to 
be approximately 180° away from the warning lever (E) 

while maintaining the position of the stop/maintenance 
lever (B) hard against the stop face of the notch in the 
stop/maintenance cam (1). Re-assemble the plates. With a 
little practice this will become easier. 

Hammer Lever (G) to Hammer Pins: With the strike 
train in a stop position, check the location of the hammer 
lever (G) and be sure it is between two hammer pins and 
not in a position where it is being raised. If the lever is 
being raised, one solution is to rejig the movement and be 
sure the pin wheel (J) and hammer lever (G) are in the 
proper positions. Another solution, described later, is to 
adjust the lever to clear the hammer pins. This unwanted 
condition of the hammer lever (G) resting on the hammer 
pins during stop or warning is called "hammer on the rise" 
and is a hurdle the strike train may not be able to over
come. It can be very difficult to avoid having a hammer 
(N) lifted and in some movements the hammer lever (G) to 
hammer pin relationship is very unforgiving and must be 
jigged into place rather than adjusted. In those cases, fol
low the method of separating the plates and rotating wheels 
described above until: 1) The stop/maintenance lever (B) 

is engaged on the stop face of the notch in the stop/main
tenance cam (1). 2) The warning pin is approximately 180° 
away from the warning lever (E). 3) The hammer lever (G) 

has just been released by a hammer pin. 

HERMLE • KIENINGER • URGOS 
H. HERR • REGULA 

from 

JSuttertuortiJ .ClockS, Jnc. 
Whyrepairwhen you can replace? 

THE lARGEST MOVEMENT SUPPLY IN THE WORLD 

FREE PRICE UST: 
Call toll free: 1-800-258-5418 

5300 59th Ave. W • Muscatine, lA 52761 
E-mail: bci@muscanetcom • Web:vvvvw.butterworthclocks.com 

SAME DAY SHIPPING • TWO-YEAR WARRANTY 
MarkButtelWOrth 
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A 

A 

Figure 44: Correct attitude of stop/maintenance lever. Square 
in all directions. 

B 

B c 

Figure 42: Correct 
attitude of count 
lever: A- radial and 
in the middle of a stop 
notch, B & C- square 
in all directions. 

Figure 43: Incorrect 
attitude of count 
lever: A- not radial 
nor in the middle of a 
stop notch; B & C
not square in all 
directions. 

ADJUSTMENTS AND CLEARANCES 
Oil the pivot holes and add power to the train. 

Movement at Stop 
Rotate the center shaft to be sure the strike train 

is not in warning. 
Control the motion of the strike train by keeping a 

finger on the butterfly. Slowly let the strike train advance 
until the count lever (C) falls into a stop notch on the count 
wheel (K) and the stop/maintenance lever (B) is hard 
against the stop face of the notch in the stop/maintenance 
cam (I). 

Count Lever (C): The count lever (C) is the most likely 
lever to be out of adjustment since it protrudes outside the 
protection of the plates and is easily bent when handling 
the movement. In some extreme cases the count lever (C) 

is so far out of adjustment that it may need to be adjusted 
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Figure 45: Incorrect 
attitude of stop/ 
maintenance lever. 
Not square in all 
directions. 

up or down to allow the stop/maintenance lever (B) to drop 
into the notch in the stop/maintenance cam (I). This should 
be considered a macro adjustment as fine tuning is done 
on the stop/maintenance lever (B). 

Reshape the end of the count lever (C) until the 
action brings it in the middle of the stop notch in the count 
wheel (K). You may have to lengthen or shorten the arm 
of the lever by using a pair of round-nosed pliers at the 

OTTO ruLES==;;; QUALITY WATCH & JEWELRY SUPPLIES 
FOR GENERATIONS 

FREI&BOREL SINCE 1930 

Visit our Web Site 
126 Second St., Oakland Ca. 94607 Shop On-Line for over 8,000 items 

Phone 800-772-3456 
Fax 800-900-3734 

E-Mail info@ofrei.com 

Berg eon 
5500C 

Case & Crystal Press 
Reg.$159.00 
Sale $144.00 

[1Address jj http://www.ofrei.com I ? Go I 
Watch Repair Tools, Parts and Supplies 

I I 
Moebuis 9010 
Synt-A-Lube 
Reg. $16.50 
Sale $12.98 

The Best Tools from the 
Best Companies. 
We will work with you to 
supply you with hard to 
find tools and supplies. 

Request a 
Horological 

Parts & 
Supplies 
Catalog 
Today 

Just a sample selection of the items on Sale this month. Visit our web site or contact us for a complete list. 

Orders Desk I-800-772-3456 Tech & Info 510-832-0355 Fax l-800-900-3734 
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bend. To make the arm longer, use the fat part of the 
pliers and squeeze. To make it shorter use the narrow 
part of the pliers and twist. This will enable you to hit a 
different notch at a more optimal angle. The count lever 
(C) must also be true side to side. It should hit the stop 
notch in the middle of the paddle, be square in all direc
tions, and be on a radius of the count wheel (K). (See 
Figures 42- 43.) 

Stop/Maintenance Lever (B): Again, with the strike train 
in the stop position, examine the location of the stop/main
tenance lever (B). It should be well on the stop face of the 
notch in the stop/maintenance cam (I) and not so close to 
the top edge that it could jump out. The lever should be 
square in all directions and, when at stop, should not touch 
the bottom of the notch. If it does, adjust it slightly so that 
it is well away but be aware that this condition may be 
caused by a count lever (C) being adjusted too high. 

Lift Lever (D): The lift lever (D) should be below the count 
lever (C) and not touching. Bend it away if it is touching. 
Fine tuning the lift lever (D) will come later. 

Hammer Lever (G): Some adjustment of the hammer le
ver (G) may be necessary in order to avoid the "hammer 
on the rise" condition and maintain the lever between two 
hammer pins. Adjusting the lever to a severe angle should 
be avoided as this will cause either the hammer pins to 
miss the lever or excessive lifting of the hammer (N). 

The hammer lift should be adjusted with the hammer de
tent (M). 

Next month "Levers" continues with "Adjustments and 
Clearances: Movement in Warning." 

Figure 46: View of the lift lever at 
stop just below and not touching 
the count lever. 

Resources and Additional Reading 
1. Special "Thank You!" to Jerry Faier, CMC for his train
ing, expertise, and input. 

2. Baier, Joseph G. et al. Questions and Answers of and 
for the Clockmaking Profession. pp.44- 53, 93. 3rct ed., 
AWl Press, 1988. 

3. Conover, Steven G. "Chime and Strike," Horological 
Times. AWl Press, October, 1978- August, 1987. 

4. Darnall, J.V. Restoration of Wooden Movements and 
Cases: Repairs, Refinishing and Troubleshooting. 
1970. 

5. Eckhardt, George H. Pennsylvania Clocks and 
Clockmakers. The Devin-Adair Company, 1955. 

6. Goodrich, Ward L. The Modern Clock. pp. 297- 318. 
9th ed., North American Watch Tool & Supply Company, 
1970. 

7. Robey, John. The Longcase Clock Reference Book. 
pp. 217-251, Mayfield Books, 2001. 

8. Samelius, W. H. Watch & Clock Information Please!. 
pp. 93 - 100. Compiled and Edited by Orville R. Hagans, 
CMW, CMC, FAWI, FBHI, FNAWCC.AWIPress, 1981. 

9. Smith, Eric. Striking and Chiming Clocks. David & 
Charles, 1995. 
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SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR THE 
AWl BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The committee involved with securing candidates to run for the A WI Board of Directors is 
seeking recommendations from the membership. If you plan to suggest a possible candidate, 

please send that individual's name and background to: Nominations for Board of Directors 

Committee; AWl; 701 Enterprise Drive; Harrison, Ohio 45030-1696. 

Each recommendation will be carefully considered by the committee. Candidates will be 

selected on the basis of their local association or A WI experience, geographic location, present 

job status, horological experience, and willingness to serve. 

Recommendations must be received before December 31, 2003 to be considered for the 

2004 election. 

DAVOSA Dealer Opportunity 
This is a unique dealer opportunity to start a "Home Based" business, add a high 

quality watch to your established service business or add to your collection. 
Davosa - established in 1861 - is a respected Swiss Watchmaker, now with over I 00 

Automatic/Mechanical and Quartz models, using the highest quality ETA, 
Valjoux, Unitas, and Peseux, movements (all of Swiss origin). 

Visit the official website: www.davosa.com 
See for yourself, then call (1-877-236-9248) or email dfreemont@earthlink.net 

D 

A small minimum requirement and skills level is needed-when you request information 
about this opportunity we will email the details to you immediately-
if you don't have email, call and we will send it to you by fax or post. 

When making your inquiry - have your member number ready. 

"d. freemont Swiss Watches" exclusive distributor in the USA 
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Creating a Six-Tooth Segment for a 
Tall Case Hour Wheel 
Edwin U. Sowers Ill, CMC 

It is not uncommon to replace one or two teeth in a 
wheel. It is more of a challenge to replace a 6-tooth seg
ment. The need for such a repair arrived in the form of the 
snail hour wheel on a tall case clock movement. A five
tooth segment had, at some prior time, been inserted into 
the wheel, as shown by Figure 1. Looking at Figure 2, it is 
not obvious how reliable advance of the snail could have 
occurred. It would appear that a 5-tooth wedge from an
other wheel had been imprecisely over-soldered onto the 
snail wheel. 

The 5-tooth segment had to go. The plan was to 
then insert a properly fitted brass blank into the wheel and 
hand form suitable teeth along the periphery. 

The tooth to the right of the 5-tooth segment, shown 
by Figure 2, was incomplete. It was decided to remove that 
tooth also and install a 6-tooth segment. Figure 3 shows the 
old segment removed and the cut made to remove the sixth 
tooth. All three surfaces of the cutout were carefully filed 
to ensure a straight edge for each. 

A tracing was made of good teeth on the wheel, as 
shown by Figure 4, to define the spacing of the teeth. As 

Figure 1 

noted by the Figure, the wheel outside diameter (OD) 
was 2.237" and the root diameter 2.013". The nominal 
shape of the new insert, Figure 5, was laid out on the 
plate which had been colored with DYKEM bluing (Ref
erence 1). The insert had been cut from an old German 
clock plate of adequate hardness, and of 0.070" thick
ness-the same as that of the hour wheel. 

As can be seen the two sides of segment were 
radial, leading to essentially a wedge shape. When in
stalling up to 3 teeth, I prefer a straight, parallel sided 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

October 2003 

4'1 Elllllll· Tile Pnlesstoaal's Handbook 
II Pn-GwaeiiiiiiX™ Watches 

This book can help you identify genuine and non-genuine 
Rolex™ watches. It is an accumulation of knowledge 
gained from 20 years experience by the author, Gary 
Zimbaugh, and other experts from around the world. The 
book contains point by point examinations and examples 
not available anywhere else. Topics covered include 18K 
white gold and platinum cases, Oyster quartz cases, 
movement authenticity, diamond dials, diamond bezels 
and other accessories. All with more photographic detail 
than ever before! This book is indispensable for anyone 
working _with a Rolex™ watch. 

New tor this edition are: 
• Full Color Photographs! 
• A new model/by case number original equipment list and 

production date by serial number list. 
• This book covers Submariners, GMT's, Oyster Perpetual 

DateJusts, Air-Kings, Sea Dwellers and Yacht Masters. 
• Covered in the book are how to identify Jubilee, Oyster, 

President and sport bands, clasps, cases, and bezels. 

Stock No. 
621.010 

Your Price 
$35.00 

1001-1004 LY!Jovement 
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Figure 7 

Figure 8 

insert; a tight and strong insert can more easily be achieved 
in this manner. However, when dealing with the present 6 
teeth, the two teeth outside and next to the insert would 
be undercut and weakened with a straight-sided configu
ration; this approach would also remove more of the wheel 
material than desirable. 

The wedge was cut out, oversized, with a jewel
ers saw, Figure 6. By careful filing the segment was fitted 
into the hub as shown by Figure 7. The objective was to 
establish full metal-to-metal contact along each side. The 
depth of insert positioning was established by the sides, 
not the bottom. A slight clearance was allowed along the 
bottom edge to ensure a tight fit on both sides. The stresses 
between the insert and the wheel hub, after soldering, 
should be through metal-to-metal contact, not born by the 
solder; the solder serving basically to keep the insert in 
place. 

Now with the insert accurately shaped to fit into 
the hub, the insert was soldered into place with Tix Solder 

Figure 9 

Figure 10 

(Reference 2). This solder has a low melting point which 
reduces the chance of annealing the hardened brass with 
overheating. The insert was tapped snugly into place with 
a hammer and secured by a parallel-jawed machinist's 
clamp, as shown by Figure 8. Tix soldering flux was ap
plied and small pieces of Tix solder were laid along the 
intended solder joint. 

Heat was applied from below with an alcohol 
burner. Immediately upon flowing of the solder, the heat 
was removed, preventing overheating and softening of the 
brass. To solder the right-hand side, and not melt the sol
der on the left, the clamp was tightened down into the 
soldered left side, to serve as a heat sink. Soldering was 
accomplished in the same way as with the left side. After 
soldering, a solution of baking soda in water was brushed 
onto the soldered area to neutralize the acid-based flux. 
The secured insert is shown by Figure 9. The projecting 
end of the insert was sawed off and filed down to slightly 
larger than the wheel OD. 
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Figure 11 

Figure 12 

The next step was to mark the insert for filing out 
the teeth. To the prior described tracing of satisfactory 
teeth on an index card, radial lines were extended out
ward from the tooth gap locations, as shown by Figure 10. 
The insert was blued. The tracing was laid behind the 
insert, with the tooth tips coincident with the tracing OD. 
The location of the space between teeth was scribed into 
the bluing as shown. 

Figure 13 

A favorite Swiss slotting flle, 0.7 mm (0.028") thick, 
#2 cut, with teeth in the outer edges only, was used for the 
initial filing of the between-teeth spaces, Figure 11. Simi
lar files can be obtained from Grobet (Reference 3), their 
FL 31.16 Series Joint Round Edge Files, in thickness from 
0.016" to 0.059". Further finishing was accomplished with 
a flat pattern maker's file, ground down on one side to 
reduce thickness and also to allow for filing with one side 
only, without damaging the adjacent tooth. The teeth were 
carefully filed to the same width as the original with the 
spacing being equal. The tips of the teeth were rounded, 
using a barrette pattern maker's file. 

While rounding the teeth, the tips were cut back 
to achieve the 2.237" OD, measuring from each tooth 
across to a tooth on the opposite side, using a dial caliper. 
During final finishing of the teeth tips, the spacing was 
checked for uniformity with a number drill a few sizes 
larger than that which would fall down between the teeth. 
The finished teeth are shown by Figure 12. 

The snail unit, with repaired hour wheel teeth, is 
shown returned to the movement by Figure 13. 
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VIBRATO: 
THE WATCH THAT OFFERS A 
TACTUAL READING AND ALARM 
Translated by: Vincent Macri and Manuel Yazijian 

By Jean-Jacques Born, Erik Jan Frenkel, Raymond Froidevaux, Jean-Charles Guanter, 
Stephane Kunzi, Sergio Rota et Rudolf Dinger 
ASULAB S.A., Laboratoire R & D du Swatch Group Rue des Sors 3, CH- 2074 Marin 

Abstract 
This article presents the design and test results of 

a wristwatch offering, in addition to its analogue display, 
the possibility to be read by tactile means in complete dark
ness. The watch is for this purpose equipped with a touch 
sensitive crystal and a vibrating unit (buzzer). Touching 
the watch crystal at a position above the hands triggers a 
vibrating signal which allows to differentiate the hands 
and to read the time with an accuracy of one minute. 

The watch offers in addition, a vibrating alarm. 
The technology for the vibrating unit as well as for its 
driving circuit has been developed to give a vibration 
feeling comparable to a GSM telephone vibration at a 
power level comparable to a classical acoustic alarm of a 
wristwatch. The circuit drives the buzzer in an optimum 

Figure 1 : VIBRATO watch 

way taking care of the conditions in which the watch is 
worn. 

1. IntroJiuc.tjo.,<;_'--
/ ------- -' 
- Often, there are times when it is difficult, if not 

impossible, to look at your watch in a normal way. This 
can occur, for example, when you want to see what time 
it is without anybody else being able to notice. The 
Vibrato watch allows you to tell time without even looking 
at your watch, whether it be at night, in a theater, during a 
lively discussion, or even when you are in the middle of 
giving a lecture. 

The same problems occur with the acoustic alarm 
of a normal watch. The alarms put the watch owner in an 
uncomfortable situation and disturb the people nearby. 

~L 
Finger on 9 o'clock sensor: 
vibrations for the minutes 

Figure 2 : Coding of vibrations for 2 hours and 47 minutes 

Figure 3: Selection of 
the "Alarm" function 
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The solution to all these problems requires the 
sense of "touch": the Vibrato watch offers original solu
tions that allows you to determine the normal or alarm 
time and to modify these functions by lightly touching your 
finger on the phantom. The non-ringing vibrant alarm is 
powerful enough to ensure a reliable and comfortable wake 
up while avoiding to wake up people in the same room. 
Inputing a new alarm's time is very easy and quick, and 
can even be done safely in the most diverse situations, 
like during a walk. 

2. How to handle the watch 

2.1 Ways to handle the watch 

12 tactual zones 

Figure 4 : Tactual phantom 

............... 

~ Capaciting sensor 

The watch has 12 tactual sensors placed under 
the touch-screen that allows you to identify the presence 
of your finger on one of the positions corresponding to the 
12 hours. ~. / Sapphire glass 

The stem has three positions. The median posi
tion is the normal position. By pushing on the stem, the 
touch-screen's sensors become activated and the stem 
returns to the median position when you release the pres
sure. You can set the time when your watch is in the "pulled 
stem" position. Figure 5 : Section of the watch with finger 
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Coil 

~~~ ;.~~ ~· ~~- -··~· --~ ~~~ Spring - ~- .. <?··· 
Assembled vibrating unit 

: I 
Printed circuit 

Figure 6 : Buzzer's components 

2.2 "Time" function 
To determine the time, you must first press on the 

stem to activate the touch-screen. 
To indicate to your watch that you want to select 

the time function, you must slide your finger on the touch
screen in the clockwise direction until the buzzer is acti
vated (see Figure 2). 

Afterwards, you can quietly, and as often as you 
want, feel the vibrations corresponding to the hours and 
minutes. 

In the example given in the figure, the coding of 
the vibrations corresponding to 2 hours and 47 minutes 
has been represented [1]. When your finger is on the "2 
o'clock" sensor, the buzzer functions for as long as you 
leave your finger on the "2h" position. The continuous 
vibration indicates that your finger is on the hour hand. 

When your finger is on the "9 hours" (or "45 min
utes") sensor, the buzzer functions intermittently, which 
indicates that your fmger is on the minute hand. At this 
stage, we know that the number of minutes is at a mini
mum of 45. To find out the exact number of minutes, you 
must add, to these 45 minutes, the two vibrations that you 
feel periodically, which gives you 47 minutes. 

Reading is done by simultaneously touching the 
phantom and the bezel. Ergonomics of the bezel has been 
carefully studied to facilitate the locating of the finger's 
position on the phantom. 

After having pulled the stem, you can correct the 
time by touching the sensors corresponding to the hours 
and minutes, according to the same coding used for the 
reading. 

2.3 "Alarm" function 
Handlings in the "alarm" function are the same 

as the handlings in the "hour" function, except for the se
lection of the function. After having pushed on the stem, 

Induced tension j 
. I 
trom buzzer movement 

Maintaining impulses 

on the buzzer 

Figure 7: Electrical signals on the buzzer 

you must slide your finger in the counterclockwise direc
tion (see Figure 3). The hands move and will indicate the 
programmed alarm time. Tactual reading of the alarm time 
is identical to that of the time described in 2.2. 

A new alarm time may be input after having 
pressed on the stem for two seconds. Inputting the alarm 
time is done in a similar manner to the inputting of its reading. 

3. Tactual phantom (Tactual sapphire gla~ 
~e-phantom is equipped wi th-1-i trans

parent capacitive sensors. Activating a sensor through 
contact of the user's finger on the sapphire phantom causes 
a 10 to 15% order increase of the sensor's capacity value. 
Measurement of this capacity variation is achieved with 
the help of an oscillating circuit. 

The sensors on the tactual phantom being quite 
often smaller than the user's finger and very close to each 
other, it is possible for many sensors to be activated at the 
same time. In that case, the electronics may detect, among 
all the sensors activated during a specific time length, the 
one which is "the most activated," i.e. the only sensor that 
the user most probably wanted to activate. 

4. Buzzer 

4.1 Buzzer's concept 

To obtain a high level of vibration while maintain
ing a reasonable consumption level, we have developed a 
noisy and electromagnetic-type buzzer, characterized by 
a fixed ferromagnetic circuit and two mobile permanent 
magnets mounted on a return spring [2]. The fixed part 
contains the coil and its magnetic circuit. 

The buzzer is stimulated by the system's mechani
cal resonance frequency, determined by the buzzer's heavy 
mass and the return spring. 

The resonance frequency is approximately 120 
Hz, with a fluctuation of +1- 10Hz. This frequency has 
been chosen according to the wrist's sensitivity to the 
vibrations. 
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Figure 8: Buzzer's magnetic circuit function 

The resonance frequency is responsive to the 
watch's mass, to which we add a part of the arm's mass 
according to tightening conditions (wristband's tension). 

The electronics adapt to the resonance frequency 
to guarantee an optimum output of the system. 

4.2 Buzzer's structure (Figure 6) 
The spring is the buzzer's main component. It 

ensures the support functions for all components and the 
supple connection between the fixed part (coil, coil frame 
and printed circuit) and the mobile part (magnets, shunt 
and heavy metal mass). 

The coil's two leads are welded on metallic con
tacts of the printed circuit, which allows an easy control 
of the buzzer's mechanical and electrical properties be
fore its clockwork assembly. By securing the buzzer on 
the electronic module, the printed circuit also ensures the 
electric connection between the coil and the electronic 
module. 

4.3 Buzzer's specific electronics (Figure 7) 
In free running, the tension induced from move

ment generated to the coil's terminals is proportional to 
the speed of the transducer's oscillating mass. The fre
quency of the tension induced, corresponds directly to the 
transducer's mechanical resonance frequency. 

The principle of the electronic control of the buzzer 
consists of letting the transducer freely oscillate by gener
ating a maintaining impulse each time the amplitude of the 
tension induced from movement reaches a maximum, 
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Conductive elastomer between glass and PCB** 

Upper plate 

~ ~ Motor trnit 

Electronic module 

Lower plate 

Bridle for batteries 

Figure 9 : Exploded view of the Vibrato movement 

i.e. each time the transducer reaches its equilibrium posi
tion [3], [4]. The maintaining impulses compensate the 
dampening of the transducer's oscillating movement, and 
thus it is the width of these maintaining impulses that di
rectly establishes the energy brought to the system to main
tain the vibration (by cycle). Seeing that the energy is dis
persed in the watch's vibration movement, we can there
fore control the owner's vibration sensation. 

4.4 Magnetic circuit (Figure 8) 
The magnetic circuit is made up of the coil frame, 

the coil, the two magnets and the shunt. When the coil 
receives positive impulses, the coil and the coil frame's 
two branches become polarized, as illustrated on the up
per part of Figure 8. Poles of the same sign repel, while 
poles of the opposite sign attract, thus creating a force on 
the mobile part that pushes it towards the left. 

When the coil receives negative impulses (see 
lower part of Figure 8), the polarities become reversed 
and the mobile part shifts itself to the right. 

Motor unit 

Caseback Lower plate 

Figure 10 : Section of the Vibrato watch 

5. The watch's global structure (Figures 9 and 10) 
The movement's main component is the electronic 

module onto which the other mechanical components are 
assembled. The electronic module is composed of a printed 
circuit, which is one millimeter thick in order to ensure a 
good mechanical resistance. The printed circuit contains 
a built-in circuit, installed according to the "chip on board" 
technique, SMD components (Surface Mount Device) and 
riveted metal strips for electrical contacts. 

The motor unit is affixed on the electronic module with 
eight screws. The motor unit has two two-way motors in 
order to tum the two hands in both directions. 

The stem mechanism is fitted between the upper plate 
and lower plate. 

The lower plate and the bridle of batteries withhold the 
two batteries. 

The buzzer is maintained on the electronic module with 
three screws. 

The upper plate helps to guide the elastomer conductor, 
which ensures electrical contact between the tactual glass 
and the printed circuit. 

6. Tests 
Tests conducted in the ETA labs have shown that 

the Vibrato watch complies with the Swiss watch industry's 
quality standards. 

Watch-wearing tests have shown that users learn 
very quickly to operate the watch and that the wake-up 
alarm function is a particularly interesting function. 

7. Conclusion 
The development of the Vibrato watch has shown 
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that it is possible to offer time reading and even time set
ting done entirely by tactual means. 
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The Modern German 
Clock Movement 
Part 38 

Safety Is No Accident 

I once saw this sign outside a manu
facturing plant. I am always a sucker for old 
bits of wisdom and it stuck with me. The state
ment has a double meaning that is very appro
priate for those of us bench persons. It means 
not only does safety mean not having an acci
dent, but also that having a safe work environ
ment and habits does not come by accident but 
with planning and following defined procedures. 

I received a call and later some pic
tures shown here that were so incredible that 
I just couldn't let it go and decided I had to 
work it into a column just for general interest. 
My retelling of the story is not nearly as good 
as I heard it, but I have an old friend with a 
very nice clock shop. In the shop, among other 
things are three rows of grandfather clocks 
from the rear of the store to the front. Over 
the weekend while the store was closed the 
storage area was painted and boxes of receipts 
and records that had accumulated were moved 
and stacked high behind one of the clocks. Due 
to the weight of the boxes, the side of the bot
tom box facing the grandfather clock buckled 
and the entire pile of boxes fell against the side 

of the clock and toppled it. That clock in tum 
knocked over the next clock in a domino ef
fect until twenty-one clocks were knocked over 
with the last and front one being an $18,000 
Charles R. Sligh clock which went through the 
front window of the store. Of course on its 
way through the window it landed on a very 
nice display case of over twenty miniature 
brass Bulova clocks. 

The good news is that the inventory 
was insured and the insurer wrote a cheque 
for $45,000. The first point of the article is that 
you might review your insurance situation with 
your insurer for liability, property, and contents. 
You might check your bookkeeping records to 
see how easily you can provide invoices and 
proof of value for a loss such as this. We regu
larly receive calls from folks who ask how 
much they spent with us during the year be
cause they are either having a tax audit or are 
doing their tax return. 

The hard drive in our UPS computer 
fried this week. Really. Total loss including all 
information of over 6,000 names and ad
dresses. Fortunately I carry the back up home 
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with me every night. As a result, the UPS technician came 
in first thing and we were up and processing by noon. 
Every package got out. Our craft is not as dangerous as 
mining or farming, and as a result we tend to be lax. The 
modem German clock movement and the fact that a high 
percentage of grandfather clocks have one by its nature 
requires increased safety considerations. 

The fact that the springs are enclosed in barrels 
rather than open can be the cause of two safety issues. 
First, because we cannot see the springs, we sometimes 
forget to let down the springs before disassembly of the 
movement. Like the old saying, "measure twice, cut once," 
feel each barrel for looseness before breaking down the 
movement. It is easy to get distracted, walk away from 
the job for a phone call or customer, and then lift off the 
plate thinking all the springs were let down. Second, re
moving and installing new springs in the barrels can be 
more hazardous with enclosed springs, even with a spring 
winder. Fortunately, the new winders are much better than 
the old ones, but in working with any mainsprings, open or 
closed, I recommend using leather gloves. No exceptions. 
I have a nice scar on a finger tip from the time I got in a 
hurry and didn't wear them. 

We make our living with our hands and our eyes 
and we need to protect them both. If you use a petrol 
based solvent for cleaning or rinsing, I would suggest rub
ber type gloves that withstand that solution. I have worn 
glasses for many years and could have bought contact 
lenses, but felt my work in the lab and then in the shop 
made me safer with the glasses. I know I would have lost 
sight in at least one eye had I not worn them. Safety goggles 
are even better. Some type of eye protection should al
ways be used when working around chemicals or rotating 
objects such as spring winders, buffing machines, etc. 
Safety comes with having proper ventilation from chemi
cal fumes. This is especially important as most of us work 
in a small shop environment. Certainly it comes from the 
proper storage of anything hazardous because it is flam
mable, poisonous, or corrosive. For those who work out 
of their homes and kids or grandkids come around, having 
a locking cabinet can buy a lot of peace of mind. 

Safety also means our procedures with the clocks 
themselves to protect them. A large percentage of the 
grandfather clocks today have modem German movements 
in them. Transporting the weights, pendulum, and dial car
ries the risk of scratching them. We have fillers in the 
shop and do not bring the weights with us. We have the 
specs on what they should be. We regularly get calls from 
repairers looking for these parts because the customer 
claimed that their part was scratched while in the repair 
person's possession. 

Before hanging the weight, inspect it to insure the 
top is screwed on tight. If it is a chain wind unit, check the 
chain by pulling on the loose end a bit before installing the 
weight to insure the chain is properly on the sprocket. 
Then wind the weight with a hand on each part of the 
chain. If it is a cable wind unit, check first to make certain 
that a cable loop didn't come off the drum and onto the 
arbor itself. That would put a lot of stress on the cable and 
it could stretch or break. Check for open links on the chain 
or frayed cable. Having a weight go down through the 
bottom of the clock case is embarrassing and expensive. 
Check to make certain you are hearing the kind of action 
of the click on the rachet that you should. Some tape the 
cable end in place to make certain it cannot slip out of its 
hole. 

If you are transporting the entire clock, or pack
ing it for moving, check to make certain that the move
ment is bolted down. It has been known to happen that 
previous repairers lost or left off the seat board screws. 

Make certain that you see or feel the pendulum 
hook proper seat into the leader before letting go. I like to 
shim a grandfather clock up against a wall if possible by 
placing the shims or lowering the leveling feet on the bot
tom front of the clock. If that produces too much of an 
angle, you can get mopboard material from the lumber 
yard to put at the top rear of the case. This does two 
things: first, it reduces the chance that the clock is going 
to settle forward on the carpet and fall over (it happens); 
second, it reduces the chance of sympathetic vibration, in 
which the clock stops when the weight get down to the 
level of the pendulum bob. 

A customer of mine was returning from a house 
call when a car ran a stop light and ran into the side of his 
van. He had the mercury pendulum to a grandfather clock 
in the van and the mercury went all through the vehicle. 
Since it is classed as a hazardous substance, he tore the 
vehicle inside out getting all of the mercury out of it as he 
did not want trouble with the EPA. The point being, the 
amount of risk in transporting the pendulum needs to be 
considered against the benefit of having it. Large corpo
rations now have a person in charge of what is called 
"risk management." For those of us in small business, that 
is just one more hat we need to wear. 

This is not a complete treatise on the subject of 
safety in our workplace, but just a starting point to cause 
us to realize that every single action we take involves a 
certain amount of risk, and that risk needs to be consid
ered. 

Final thought: "Chance favors the prepared mind."
Louis Pasteur 
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Questions and Answers 
(Continued from page 4.) 

Fried noted one such inventive 
architect, Filippo Brunelleschi (1377-
1442). Brunelleschi's biographer, An
tonio Manetti, states that he became 
expert in clockmaking, including small 
clocks and alarms using various 
springs. Manetti further states that 
Brunelleschi had already used ma
chines using similar springs for lifting 
and pulling building materials in his ar
chitectural work. Manetti includes a 
sketch attributed to Brunelleschi that 
shows a foliot and crown escape wheel 
powered by a wave-form spring pull
ing on a fusee (Figure 3). 

Whether we go along with 
Henry Fried's scrollwork theory or not, 
the coiled mainspring was well estab
lished, at least in Italy, by 1450. The 
Royal Library of Brussels has an illus
trated manuscript showing examples of 
the clockmaker's art with a mainspring 
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Figure 3: Fifteenth-century clock 
illustration with wave-form mainspring, 
fusee and folliot. From the book, 
Brunelleschi's Clock, by Prager. 
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and fusee. As far as Brunelleschi's 
clock, there is no date on the sketch 
and the Brunelleschi papers were not 
produced until after 1450, possibly as 
late as 1470. 

In the Belgium Royal Library 
there is also a manuscript copy of the 
"clock of wisdom" which can be dated 
with reasonable certainty between 1455 
and 1488 (Figure 4). One of its illus
trations accurately portrays an octago
nal spring-driven clock with a fusee. 
The earliest dated reference to spring
driven clocks in a manuscript is by 
Paulus Almanus, who was repairing 
clocks in Rome, and is dated 1477-8. 
It describes eight spring-driven clocks 
out of 30 listed. 

The making of the first coiled, 
flat ribbon spring was crude at best. 
Hammering, tempering and annealing 
the early springs imparted many impu
rities, uneven dimensions and numer
ous inherent weaknesses; so much so 
that it didn't take long for makers to 
encase the coiled springs into brass 
boxes (barrels) to keep from 
destroying the rest of the clockwork 
mechanism from the inevitable failure 

Figure 4: Manuscript copy of a 15'h 
century table clock, Belgium Royal 
Library. 
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of the crude mainspring. The earliest 
reference to a mainspring barrel is in a 
letter from Camino da Pontevico to the 
Duke of Mantua dated August 21, 
1482: ''The clock is provided with a steel 
ribbon, hidden in a brass box around 
which a string is wound ... pulling a 
screw ... to make all the wheels of the 
clock tum ... " 

As far as the way the main
springs were attached to the barrel... I 
remember reading where some were 
attached to the box or barrel wall with 
a rivet or with a hook; and some had a 
thickened outer end that pressed 
against the mainspring box wall when 
the spring was fully wound, much as 
the bridle of an automatic spring presses 
against the inside of a self-winding 
watch's barrel when its mainspring is 
fully wound. Which came frrst, no one 
knows; but both methods seem to ap
pear in the earliest of known portable 
timepieces. 

None of these earliest of por
table timepieces of the 14th and 15th 
centuries are known to exist, except in 
written manuscripts, documents and 
paintings of the time. The oldest dated 
spring clocks actually existing today 
include an incomplete hexagonal clock 
belonging to the Victoria & Albert Mu
seum, ca 15th century; a French hex
agonal clock formerly owned by the 
Justice Shepro collection, ca 1500; and 
one made by Jacob the Czech for 
Sigismund I, King of Poland, in 1525. 
This 9% inch drum-shaped portable 
timepiece is owned by the Society of 
Antiquaries of London. One clock that 
crops up in discussions of the earliest 
existing clock is one called the Philip 
the Good of Burgundy, housed in the 
collection of the German National 
Museum in Nuremberg. This clock's 
provenance, however, is in question . 
Many believe that it is a fake, perpe
trated in the late 19th century. 

David Christianson, 
CMW, CMEW, 

Technical Editor 
0 
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International Watch Collectors Society 
The Society will provide its members with the following 

• Calendar of major watch sales & auctions. 
Antiquorum, Christie's, Phillips & Sotheby's 
The previews of upcoming auctions. 
Reports: photographs, prices and auction results. 

• Announcements from significant watch firms of new releases and limited editions. 
• Information about emerging new master watchmakers and their creations 
• Establishment of regional chapters where the collectors can meet and have guest 

speakers from noteworthy watchmaking factories. 

• Question and Answer service by Stewart Unger, noted watch authority & author. 

• Annual meeting at the Concours d'Elegance at the summer ] ewelers of America 
Show held at the Javits Center in New York. 

• A book club. 

• Plus Free Booklets: 

Membership 1 year, $65 

Master Collector 1 year, $120 

How to Buy a Watch (and its Functions) 
The Care and Service of Timepieces 
Where to Find the World's Finest Watches 
How to Detect a Counterfeit Watch 

2 years, $120 6 Issues of Collectors Corner per year 
Invitation to the Concours d'Elegance 

2 years , $220 the above plus: 
10% discount from the Book Club 
Rebate coupons from Manufacturers 

Membership Application Name Phone. ______ _ 

Address City State Zip: ____ _ 

Make check payable to: International Watch Collectors Society, LLc 

244MadisonAve., #258NewYork, NY 10016 • Fax: 5]6,374,5060 



John Crawford, CMW 
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Make Your Own 
Clockmaker's Staking Tool 

John Crawford, CMW; has been a member of A WI since 1960. John earned his AWl Certified Master Watchmaker 
title in 1962. He is a graduate of Bowman Technical School, Lancaster, PA, in hand engraving. John worked as a 
watchmaker, jewelry maker and retail jeweler and owned and operated a retail jewelry store for 30 years. Since 
retiring, he is engaged in wheel and gear cutting for antique clocks. John and his wife, Laura, have been married for 
46 years and are the parents of 3 sons (one deceased). 

This article is submitted in the hope it 
will help other clock repairmen build their own 
staking tool and punches for clocks. 

I have been a full-time watchmaker 
all my adult life. When I retired, I turned my 
attention to clocks and clockmaking, special
izing in wheel and pinion cutting. Almost im
mediately, I found a need for a more accurate 
staking tool frame using long punches to prop
erly seat the wheels of clocks back onto the 
pinion shafts. The only clock staking set I had 
was the freehand type with 16 short punches 
(3 1/8" long) and a staking block that came with 
the set. Wanting a bit better, I set out to make 
a frame with adjustable height and side-to
side adjustment. Alas, this is the watchmaker 
in me still residing beneath the surface. 

My new design allows use of the short 
punches with the anvil block as well as the 
shopmade longer (7 1/n punches. Also note that 
the set (purchased from S. LaRose, Inc.) has 
two different diameter short punches, 3/ 8" and 
1/ 4", the smaller requiring use of an adapter 
sleeve. I have designed the staking frame base 
to accommodate the LaRose anvil block, pri
marily because of the difficulty I would have 
making a satisfactory replacement anvil block, 
and it seemed a shame to throw away a per
fectly good one already in hand-see, already 
thinking as a true retiree! (Not to mention that 
I have no practical way in my shop to properly 
harden a new block.) 

You can see from the illustrations that 
I made provisions to use larger bench blocks in 
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the base of the frame in addition to the factory block. 
Someone reading this may want to go to the expense and 
effort of having one specially made. If planning on using 
two different diameter punches, you will need two differ
ent diameter bushings or sleeves to guide the punches 
accurately through the upper part of the staking frame 
(i.e.,%" and 1

/ 4 " in my case). 
Note the two knurled, threaded knobs. The one 

on the right is for locking the steel bushing in place. The 
one on the left is for holding the punch higher than the 
workpiece while positioning the work. Also note the brass 
locking levers, one on the right side of the base and one in 
the back of the upper part of the frame. The base locking 
lever is for holding the smaller staking anvil securely after 
positioning. The rear one is for securing the upper portion 
of the frame after making height and side-to-side 
adjustments. 

The frame is constructed of %" thick aluminum 
stock. The short post on the right side is for storing the 
unused steel sleeve bushing. Also, other anvils can be used 
with the setup by removing the fitted anvils and simply 
positioning a large round block (I use a 3" diameter) on 
the flat surface of the base of the frame. 

To build your own staking tool frame, begin by 
obtaining a piece of %" aluminum stock (sawcut rolled 
aluminum plate, 3/ 4" x 12" x 1211

). I obtained mine from 
J. & L. Industrial Supply in Lavonia, Michigan, catalog 
No. MXP-1005-K. You might get an adequate sized piece 
of aluminum scrap if you live in an industrial area, espe
cially scrap from electrical panel manufacturers and other 
fabricators, etc. 

Making the Frame 
1. Saw out a piece measuring 3% 11 x 7" to be the base. 
Saw out another piece 4 1/ 2

11 x 67/ 16" to be the top unit. 

2. After smoothing the edges, cut out the top frame ac
cording to drawings. 

3. Drill a 1/ 2 II diameter hole through the top of the frame to 
accommodate the bushing sleeves nicely. 

4. Mill out a 3/ 16" deep x %"wide x 2%" long slot in the rear 
center of the base and fit the sawed out frame into this 
slot. 

5. Drill, tap, and countersink holes for the mounting screws. 
For good security, I used 1/ 4" x 2011 x 11/ 4" tapered Allen 
head machine screws (the above designation means 114

11 di
ameter, 20 threads per inch, 11/ 4

11 long). 

6. After mounting the frame to the base, drill a 3/s11 diam
eter hole in the center of the back of the frame, inset 
13/ 1/ from the back edge of the frame. Bore this hole 
using a drill press, with clamps holding it absolutely in a 
vertical alignment, to a depth of 3 II. 

7. Next, remove the two machine screws holding the up
per frame to the base and remove the frame from the 
milled slot in the base. 

8. Using an adjustable handsaw miter gauge set on 0 de
grees, saw a clean line across the rear vertical upright of 
the frame. All edges must be square and true before 
sawing the line! This saw cut will result in a level line on 
the upper and lower portion of the frame, insuring a level 
swing-out when using the side-to-side adjustment feature 
which keeps the punches in a true vertical position at all 
repositioning setups. 

It should be noted here that when using either of 
the blocks illustrated, the swing arm (punch holder) will 
have to be positioned slightly off-center with some of the 
holes in the blocks since only one ring of holes in the smaller 
block is concentric. So in my case, making a centering 
punch became of utmost importance. 

Making the Punches 
All the punches (centering and normal) can be 

made out of water hardening drill rod stock, obtainable 
from any machinist supply shop. You can also use drill rod 
to make insert stumps as needed, to accommodate any 
given hole size your repair job may require in case the 
standard anvil hole sizes aren't optimum. Just be sure to 
match the drill rod stock diameter to fit the hole in the 
anvil, turned on your lathe as needed. I would recommend 
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making the beginning punches as longer versions of the 
very short ones supplied with the S. LaRose set men
tioned above. 

1. Make up 10 flat-faced tapered punches,%" outside di
ameter x 7 1/ 2" long, 85 degree taper beginning 1/ 2 " from the 
point. 

2. Drill all holes in the punches using a lathe (full length of 
drill bit) using numbered drills No. 10, 15, 21, 29, 30, 32, 
41 , 48, 50, and 56. 

3. Make one centering punch %" outside diameter x 7 1
/ 2" 

long with a Sfs" long knurl on top and a 38 degree taper to 
a point on the opposite end. This centering punch is the 
only one you will need, even if using the 1/ 4 " punches since 
you can center with this one, remove the%" sleeve and 
punch, and insert the 1/ 4" sleeve and punch with the frame 
already locked into centered position. 

4. You may make an infinite variety of punches and stumps 
that may be required by any particular project you are 
working on, but these 10 beginners should get you started 
and will cover the majority of your needs. 

The completed job is not a difficult or complicated 
project. It will require some time to do, but I have found it 
to be a very worthwhile and useful addition to my 
clockmaking work, not to mention getting me out from 
under my long-suffering dearly beloved's feet and out in 
the shop! (See?! True retiree speak again .. . I could learn 
to like this!) 

List of Supplies 
Precision Thumbscrews-]. & L. Industrial Supply Co., 
Stock no. JFC- 42020B, Phone: 800-521-9520. 

Rolled Aluminum Plate 3/ 4" thick x 12" x 12", J. & L. 
Industrial Supply Co., Stock no. MXP-10005K, Phone: 
800-521-9520. 

Rolled Aluminum Plate 3/ 8" thick x 12" x 12", J. & L. In
dustrial Supply Co., Stock no. MXP-1 0002J, Phone: 800-
521-9520. 

Bench Block w/v groove, Enco, 800-873-3626, Stock no. 
420-5400. 

Water Hardening Drill Rod, Enco, 800-873-3626, Stock 
no. 409-0021, 3/8" diameter. 

Staking Set (stump & short punches), S. LaRose Inc., 
888-752-7673, Stock No. 061102. 
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Relentless® Sawblades 

Relentless® blades are manufactured in Switzerland from the 
highest quality steel on the most modern equipment. The result is a 
blade with flexibility ond on unexcelled edge for cutting gold, silver 
and other metals. Relentless® blades are extra long lasting because 
they are electronically tempered and are easier to use because they 
don't wander. Teeth ore perfectly angled, uniform and straight. We 
chose Relentless® "Golden Extras" because they are stote·of-the-art 
to meet all of your cutting requirements. Sold per gross. 

SAW-400.02 
SAW-400.03 
SAW-400.04 
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SAW-400.05 
SAW-400.06 

Primrose Supplies Inc. 
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1s here! 
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catalog available now. 379 0.28 0.28 
With over 140 pages of 395 0.34 0.35 
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charts, and indexes; the 1216 0.49 0.69 
Time Connection catalog 2016 0.39 0.45 
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Deployment Buckle, 
with White Stitched. 

Buffalo Grain 

Size: 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 
24mm 

Color: Black, Brown, 
Honey, Blue 

Stainless Steel Buckle: 
16 to 22mm $8.95 
24mm $10.00 

Yellow Buckle: Black only 
18, 19, 20mm $10.00 
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Free Catalog with Your Order 
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From the Workshop 

You Are Invited 
Do you have a solution to a watch or 

clock repair problem that you want to share 
with our membership? Do you have a ques
tion about a repair problem you would like to 
ask? I invite you to participate in this column 
with your suggestions, questions, and com
ments. It's easy. Just e-mail me at 
AWI<magazine@awi-net.org> or write using 
the old standby known as the postal service. 
You can even fax me at 513-367-1414. 

I will do my best to help you help the 
membership. By sharing your questions and 
suggestions all of our members can benefit 
from our combined knowledge and experi
ence. The ideas, tools, techniques and prod
ucts presented in this column are suggested 
by the author and contributing members and 
are not endorsed by any manufacturer, sup
plier, advertiser or A WI itself. 

Smart Buying 
During a recent conversation with a 

material dealer, the topic of minimum order 
size came up. I commented that there seemed 
to be a growing trend by material suppliers 
who are now requiring a minimum order size. 
He agreed that the observation was correct 
and his company was trying to solve the di
lemma of processing a small order with post
age charges at or near the cost of the parts. 
He then explained that his order processing 
costs were the same for a small dollar order 
as they were for a $65 one. In fact, the pro
cessing charges exceed any profit made on 
orders less than about $15. He still does not 
have a minimum order size but does charge a 
flat $2 postage and handling fee for a first 
class padded envelope although the actual 
postage costs may be less. Even this does not 
solve his dilemma as he occasionally has a 
customer call to bitterly complain that he 
charged $2 for postage and handling when the 

envelope only had $.47 postage and the order 
was for $2.40 worth of cells. The customer feels 
cheated because these cells cost almost double 
when the postage charges are considered. 

The material supplier explains that the 
transaction still does not yield a profit because 
the parts order was so small, it did not offset 
the fixed cost of taking, processing, packaging, 
and shipping the order. He is currently consid
ering requiring a minimum order size or impos
ing a small order surcharge. He realizes that 
whatever choice he makes, he will offend some
one, but he also understands that small orders 
are just too costly for his company to continue 
to process. 

From the watchmaker or clockmaker 's 
perspective, minimum orders, high postage and 
handling charges, or small order surcharges are 
not going away. They will become more com
mon than they are now. The material suppliers 
must be able to allocate their fixed costs and 
we, as customers, must have spare parts avail
able to us at a competitive price. What can we 
do to help ourselves and work with our suppli
ers? 

First, we can make the conscious de
cision to choose a primary spare parts supplier 
and give his company as much business as pos
sible. Instead of price shopping every company 
for the lowest cost, choose one supplier who 
can meet most of your needs and buy every
thing you need from him even though each item 
may not be at the lowest possible price. Re
member, we are not purchasing spares for our 
own use but on behalf of our customers. They 
are paying for the parts and will not reimburse 
your search, successful or not, for the lowest 
possible cost. You must examine the entire pack
age your supplier is selling which includes the 
part, his speedy service, the accuracy of each 
order, his willingness to match parts, his filling 
of backorders, etc. 
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Once, the primary supplier is chosen, the next 
order of business is to be certain your orders are substan
tial rather than inconsequential. Do you place a small or
der every day or even several times per day and then ask 
the supplier to locate your previous shipment, open it, and 
add one item to it? Break that habit and choose one day a 
week to place an accumulated order. Why not make Mon
day or another day of your choice your order day? In that 
way, your supplier can process one large order rather than 
five small ones. Your shipping costs will be substantially 
reduced and, if you are in a hurry, you may choose to 
have second day air UPS for less than the postage charges 
you accumulated on five smaller orders. There is nothing 
wrong with batching all of the needed supplies for a single 
order. One company we know of requires its service cen
ters to do just that, and the order must be 
processed electronically via e-mail. 

When ordering low cost parts, are you buying them 
in lots of one? The material supplier said that an order for 
one #397 cell or an ETA 2892 stem is common. Why not 
order batteries in strips of at least five and stems in 1)1 

dozen lots? Not only will you use them, you will save time 
and money by having them available the next time they 
are needed. When you do buy in quantities greater than 
one, you will need a system to store and retrieve them in 
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706 S. Hill St. , #580 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 SMITH SUPPLY HOUSE 

LOS ANGELES 

Tel: (213) 622-1687 
Fax: (213) 488-0922 

Watch Materials, Supplies & Tools Watch Battery Distributor 

MAINSPRING WINDERS 
TO FIT ON 
LADY'S ROLEX CAL 1400/2030/2035 
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MAN'S ROLEX CAL 1530/3035/3135 
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YOUR SUPPLIER OF SPARE PARTS FOR ALL BRANDS OF 
MECHANICAL AND QUARTZ WATCHES, CLOCKS AND ALARMS 

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 23-SMITH 
VISIT OUR WEBSITES 

www.smithsupplyhouse.com & www.watchpartonline.com 
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your shop. There is no sense in buying items for stock if 
you cannot quickly locate them when needed in the fu
ture. As soon as the new parts arrive, label them, store 
them, and keep an inventory system. It is not difficult, but 
does require organization. 

Help yourself when you place an order. If you do 
not have a fax machine, get one and use it for sending 
your weekly order. You will not need another phone line, 
as the fax will work just fine on a regular line. A clearly 
written parts order sent by fax will give the supplier an 
exact record of your order without his having to interpret 
your regional accent during a spoken order. 

Smart buying will benefit you and strengthen your 
relationship with your suppliers. Suppliers are willing to 
provide extra services for their best customers when they 
are their primary supplier. High shipping charges are man
ageable when they are applied to a few large orders rather 
accumulated for many small ones. Quantity discounts for 
cells, stems, mainsprings, and other commonly used sup
plies will save you money and increase your shop profits. 
Finally, by having adequate spare parts supplies in the shop, 
work can be turned out faster with fewer delays when 
completed with parts on hand. The result is more profit 
for your shop and happier customers whose waiting time 
has been reduced. Everybody wins. 

Jack Kurdzionak 

How Much Does the Other Guy Charge? 
Many of our members are not only self-employed 

but they also work independently in their own shops with 
little or no interaction amongst others in the same busi
ness. This business style is one of isolation and, although 
many find satisfaction being independent, it does little to 
enhance one's ability to keep abreast of the current level 
of pricing for one's repair work. The primary consider
ation in pricing one's work is that it must produce a net 
satisfactory hourly rate after all expenses have been de
ducted. In addition to this basic premise, awareness of 
one's position in the labor marketplace is required if one is 
to maximize his earnings. An understanding of your 
competitor's pricing structure is necessary to be certain that 

your customary charges are appropriate for the marketplace. 
Many years ago watchmaker's state organiza

tions produced and distributed suggested minimum repair 
price lists to their membership until they were warned by 
legal counsel to avoid this practice lest they be accused of 
price fixing and restraint of trade. We cannot look to our 
state or national organizations for any sort of suggested 
pricing guides but that does not imply that we cannot do 
our own research as individuals. There is no reason why 
a shop owner cannot send watches he owns to competi
tors ' stores to obtain repair estimates in order to learn 
their repair charges for watches and compare them to his 
own. He can also ask friends and relatives to bring these 
watches to the competition so that they cannot be identi
fied as originating from his shop. Much information can 
be learned about how the other shops take in work, their 
estimating policies, and their repair charges with compari
son shopping. If all of the larger stores do it, is there any 
reason why the small shops should not? We all need this 
information just as much as a larger store does. 

In addition to actual comparison shopping, we 
have a new tool available on the Internet. Many repair 
shops publish price lists for repair on their websites. If 
you have a computer, and A WI' s research indicates a 
majority of our membership does, just go onto the Web 
and use a search engine such as Google® to search for 
"price list watch repair." You will find many Internet sites 
for watch repair with a comprehensive repair price list 
posted there for all to see. In addition to pricing, you can 
learn a lot about how competitors market their services 
by spending a little time on the Web. Get out from behind 
your bench; tum on your computer and do some research. 
Then get out some old, broken watches and ask a friend 
to drop a few off at several stores for a repair estimate. If 
you have more time, drive to a city where you are not 
known and visit some other shops to see how they do 
business and leave a watch or two for an estimate. Be 
assured that this time spent researching the competition is 
well spent and will pay generous dividends to your own 
business. 

Jack Kurdzionak 
0 

YOUR EDUCATION DIDN'T END 
ON THE LAST DAY OF SCHOOL! 

40 

It continued when you joined AWl. 
For many professional watch and clockmakers, AWl is the after-school training offering courses that 

allow members to keep abreast of the latest information and trends. 
Through these educational offerings, AWl fills the gap in technical education. 

ANOTHER BENEFIT OF AWl MEMBERSHIP! 
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AWl Material Search/Movement Bank 

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is designed to work in conjunc
tion with the A WI Movement Bank. If you can supply any of the 
items listed here, please send details to the Material Search Net
work. Do not send the items to AWl. Members requesting these 
items will be advised of their availability, and will contact you 
directly. 

1M1 Ball Co.- Record, 16s, 12jewel, Serial#0172, escape 
wheel. 

1M2 

1M3 

1M4 

Harnillton 992, 16s, 21 jewel, Serial #328716, escape 
wheel#366. 

E. Howard, 12s, 17 jewel, Serial #1253021, 4th wheel 
#598 or#16158 

Chelsea Time & Strike, 6-inch dial, Serial #298,921, 
center wheel with arbor (1-piece type arbor) and 
matching cannon pinion 

1M5 Concord61-N orLanderon24, 19ligne, 15 jewel, Swiss 
clock, offset center wheel ( #203/1 07) and pallet 
complete (#710/1158) or movement complete 

1M7 PUW 111 coil, factory #4060 

1M8 Bulova 17 AH, balance complete (must be Brequet or 
overcoil only), #55 

1M9 Seiko 2628A coil (also for 2620, 2625, 2626), #4002 260 

1M10 Howard 12s, Series 8, secondary setting lever, 
#554-557 

1Mll New England pocket watch, 16s, (2003 Complete Guide 
to Pocket Watches, p. 317), 4th wheel 

1M12 Hampden, 18s, #666,431, single roller, pallet fork 
(factory #08020 and pallet arbor (factory #01380 
or#01384) 

1Ml3 Linden W42, 8-day, travel clock, tan case and train 
wheel bridge or movement complete 

If you can supply any of these items please contact: AWl 
Material Search Network, American Watchmakers-Clockmakers 
Institute, 701 Enterprise Drive, Harrison, OH 45030-1696. Toll 
Free: 1-866-367-2924, ext. 305; Phone: (513) 367-9800, Fax: (513) 
367-1414or E-mail: mhuff@awi-net.org. 

October 2003 

The AWl-ELM Trust, in cooperation with the Ameri
can Watchmakers-Clockmakers Institute, maintains this unique 
member service to assist professionals in replacing hard-to-find 
parts for vintage timepieces. When a member cannot locate a 
replacement part through normal sources, the Movement Bank/ 
Material Search Network (which consists of movements, time
pieces and materials donated to the Trust) is often able to help. 
There is a fee of $10.00 for each search. The fee will be waived if 
a part or movement of equivalent value is donated to the Move
ment Bank. 

The AWl Material Search Network first contacts sev
eral dozen material houses and outlets on behalf of the member 
to determine if the missing part is available from any commercial 
source in the United States or Canada. If no other source is 
available, the Movement Bank is searched for a usable spare 
part. If found, the fair market value of the part will be assessed 
and the part made available for sale to the member. If the part 
cannot be found in the Movement Bank, the search will be listed 
in the Horological Times. 0 

Now you can advance your fine 
machining capability by sharpening 
your turning and boring tools with · ~ ) Sharpen carbides, 

F 
.. h Th" d h Ceramics, Cermets, HSS 

Accu- In IS . IS pro uces a s arper, on the same wheel. 

stronger edge on new or used tools, using 
special "NO-HEAT" grinding technology. Your tools 

now cut with less force so you get finer machined 
finishes and closer tolerances. Tool edges can 

be mirror-finished in seconds. And, tool 
geometry is easy to change so you can make 
custom tools in minutes. Accu-Finish also 

Horological Times 

works in a horizontal 
"lapping mode" for precise 
flattening of parts or tools. 

Call for Your 
Free Catalog NOW 

1-800-835-3519 
Source #148017 

FAX: 620-343-9640 
e-mail: glendo@glendo.com 

Glendo Corporation 
900 Overlander Road 
Emporia, KS 66801 
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Affiliate Chapter Report 

During the next few months, Gene and 
I will try to tell you about the history of the 
Affiliate Chapters of the American Watchmak
ers-Clockmakers Institute. As I don't have 
actual dates available right now, we will dis
cuss how important the group has been to the 
organization. The affiliate chapters group was 
formed to give input from the various grass 
roots horological organizations around the 
country. At one time I can remember over 40 
groups represented by 1 or 2 delegates. They 
would meet the day before the annual meeting 
and discuss general problems each group had. 
At the meeting, ideas from local chapters were 
discussed and, if passed, were brought to the 
attention of the Board of Directors and voted 
upon. This meeting allowed delegates to meet 
each other and intermingle with some of the 
greats of our profession. Most of the conven
tion speakers were there and you made very 
good contacts for your local conventions. 

Just a few of the important things to 
come out of the meetings: Subsidy of bench 
courses so the local chapters can make money 
putting them on for their local groups. The 
Affiliate Chapters initiated AWl's involvement 
in the internet, requesting the organization get 
an e-mail address. "AWl Matters" has come 
out of this and is one of the greatest things to 
happen for the membership. By participating 
in this group, you can be kept abreast of what 
is happening in the organization and can ask 
questions. The web page was developed and 
is now one of our best membership tools. Just 

a note, this year's budget allows for an up
grade of the web page. Keep an eye on it, it's 
going to become much more useful, in part 
because of affiliate chapter recommendations. 
The Chronometer Club has grown out of people 
getting together during affiliate chapter meet
ings and talking about their problems. All the 
affiliates have pushed for more videos to use 
at their meetings. 

Another success that came out of this 
group is many more leaders in the Industry 
came to know about AWl and what it was 
doing for the horologist. Over the years AWl 
has also received many of its leaders from this 
group of people. Your president, Jack 
Kurdzionak, is one of them. 

Just a note on certification; AWl has 
temporarily halted tests for certification. The 
Education and Certification Committeea are 
in the process of putting together updated 
guidelines and tests to reflect changes in the 
industry, as well as revising categories forcer
tification. But the Horological Association of 
Maryland is taking steps so their members are 
able to take the new test. Once a month they 
meet and have instructions on meeting the re
quirements for certification. They have a goal 
of being certified and are taking the steps to 
fulfill that goal. 

I am still looking for articles on your 
organization's activities. This is your column 
and we want to talk about what you want or 
what you are doing. 

0 

SUPPORT YOUR 
LOCAL AFFILIATE CHAPTER 

For information on forming a new chapter, 
call1-866-367-2924, ext. 304 
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BULLETIN 

BOARD 
NEW REQUESTS 

Seth Thomas Metronome 
Wm. Cracraft, is looking for a supplier 
for a Seth Thomas Metronome #10 
mainspring (catalog #1103) model 
E873-007. 

Schatz Clocks 
We are seeking a distributor or some
one who services Schatz clocks. 

ITEMS STILL NEEDED 

Bulova Watchmaster Model WT 
Mark II Ultrasonic Watch Cleaner 
Michael Kosinenko, Mohrsville, PA, is 
searching for a schematic diagram for 

a Bulova Watchmaster Model WT 
Mark II Ultrasonic Watch Cleaner. This 
cleaner has a variable speed spin dry 
unit and a different heating circuit. 

New Hermes Engravograph 
CA300 Calligragraph Attachment 
Joseph Verruni, Plymouth Meeting, PA, 
is seeking information and operating 
instructions for a Calligragraph 
attachment for his New Hermes 
Engravograph. The Engravograph was 
made by Richardson's, Berkley 
Heights, NJ. 

Pegna Glue 
George Costantino, 
Schenectady, NY, 
is trying to locate a 
heat reactive crys
tal glue he has used 
for years and found 
to be superior to all 
others for certain 
applications. It is 

called Pegna Glue and used to be sold 
through Bergeon along with a kit that 
included a small heater for curing it. 

It was widely used by high-grade 
manufacturers. 

L&R Model 728B 
Clock Movement Cleaner 
Greg Bourne, Omaha, NE, is looking 
for a repair manual for a L&R Model 
728B solid state clock movement 
cleaner ( 11-quart). 

Do you have information regarding this 
month's requests? Do you need informa
tion about one of this month's responses? 
If so, send your information or requests to: 

Horological Times Bulletin Board 
701 Enterprise Drive 
Harrison, OH 45030-1696 
Toll-Free: 1-866-367-2924, ext. 307 
Phone: (513) 367-9800 
Fax: (513) 367-1414 
E-mail: dbaas@awi-net.org 
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The American Watchmakers
Ciockmakers Institute is now offering 
brand new health & benefit solution programs 
available to ALL members at special rates! 

Utilize the buying power of AWl! 

Health Insurance for Individuals & Groups with $15 Generic prescription drug capay, $10 

Vision Benefit, $5 Million per person limit 

Long-Term Care for Home Care, Assisted Living and Nursing Home! 
Life Insurance 

Dental - Use any dentist, up to $1 ,500 coverage limit per person! 
Vision - $15 copay for exam and $15 capay for lenses! 
Disability Income - Short-term and Long-term available! 
Retirement, Financial & Estate Planning 
Annuities - Deferred Income at the highest yields! 
Member Law SeJVices including Business Organization ,Commercial & Contract Law, 
Litigation, Personal Injury, Mediation, Employment & Real Estate 
Persona/Insurance • Home, Auto, Excess Liability, Jewelry 

*Programs are not available in all states. Plans may vary by state. 

Enjoy these benefits for your company 
and employees (full or part time), 

your family or just for yourself! 

Call now for a free consultation: 

888-450-3040 
AWl Health & Benefit Solution Programs 

or email help@associationpros.com 
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New Members 

California 
Barbero, Cheryl-San Anselmo, CA 
Burger, Sidney-San Francisco, CA 
Lipney, Karen-San Francisco, CA 
Maier, Mary A.-San Francisco, CA 
Wilken, Scott-Victorville, CA 

Florida 
Alvarez, Aurelio J.-Tampa, FL* 
Brown, Donald L.-Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Chatterton, Richard-Pompano Beach, 

FL 
Mounce, Donald-Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Valentine, Jim-Ridge Manor, FL * 

Georgia 
Brown, Christian G.-Suwanee, GA 
Zini, Richard-Kennesaw, GA 

Illinois 
Cline, Jay S.-Quincy, IL 

Michigan 
Bowen, Matthew L.-Wayland, Ml 
Schohl, Mark S.-Fruitport, Ml 
Schohl, Rick A.-Fruitport, Ml 

Minnesota 
Hines, Eddie G.-Saint Paul, MN 
Johnson, Russell-Minneapolis, MN 

Missouri 
Evans, Michael W.-Saint Joseph, MO 
Evans, Wayne-Cameron, MO 
Jones, John T.-Neosho, MO 

New Jersey 
Quan Chen-Keansburg, NJ 
O'Callaghan, Daniel-Maywood, NJ 

New Mexico 
Beugelsdijk, Tony-Los Alamos, NM 

North Carolina 
Bias, Jerome-Mebane, NC 
Huelsberg, H. J. Jr.-Barco, NC 

Sponsor: Mark A. Butterworth
Muscatine, lA 

Ohio 
Miller, Kenneth G.-Cincinnati, OH 

Oregon 
Knieling, James-Salem, OR 
Palmer, Cliff-Portland, OR 

Pennsylvania 
Graham, Steven D.-Lancaster, PA 
Mastromatteo, Samuel-Verona, PA 

Tennessee 
Champion, Jason E.-Clarksville, TN* 

Virginia 
Palasciano, Karla-Purcellville, VA 
Pensiri Rungrujiphaisai-Springfield, VA 

Washington 
Lovett, Rebecca N.-Bothell, WA 

Canada 
Adam Teodor Jakubiak-Peterborough, 

Ontario 

*AWl welcomes back these individu
als who have chosen to reinstate their 
membership. 

0 
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Don't blow dirt all over 
... Suck it up! 

Precision vacuum systems have 
been used in quality watch 
production factories for many years. 
Now, Zantech's vacuum system 
offers the same capabilities at less 
than half the expense. 

We combined a quiet and compact 
compressor, a vacuum with soft 
bristles, and a handy foot switch to 
give you a safe and efficient way to 
remove dust and debris from 
delicate electronic circuit boards and 
components. Perfect for black dials. 
Kit Includes: foot switch-operated; 
quiet vacuum pump; finger-tip 
control stylus with soft white vacuum 
brush; and a flexible hose with in
line filter. 

30. V1 000 ... $499.95 

Simply the best cleaning 
solution for quartz watch movements 

13 Fl. Oz Aerosol Can $16.95 
1 Qt. Bulk Liquid $24.95 

NOW AVAILABLE ..• 
Shipment to Canada! 

/AN(ErH/;r. 
Quartz Watch Supply Specialists Since 1976 

7501 North Harker Dr., 
Peoria, IL 61615 
Orders Only: (800) 441-7569 
Fax: (309) 692-8375 
E-mail: orders@zantechinc.com 
www.zantechinc.com 
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AWl Beginning Lathe Class 
Robert D. Porter, CMW 

The fourth A WI Beginning Lathe class was held on July 18 and 19 in Hazelwood, Missouri, in St. Louis County. This was 
one of our largest groups with eleven participants, all of whom are personal friends. I was somewhat surprised that some 
in our group took the 'beginning' class because several of them are among the finest watch and clockmakers in the country 
and are accomplished lathe hands as well. Like the true professionals they are, they never miss an opportunity to improve 
their skills. 

The Beginning Lathe Class participitants are, left to right: Gene Buffard, Robert Good, Gene Bertram, 
Dwayne Peters, John Buehrer, David Grayson, Kent Dickerson, Barry Smith, Mark Woodson, Don Hahn, 
Paul Cernic, and instructor Bob Porter. 

The Beginning Lathe course covers a wide range of subjects, including an overview of the lathe and accessories; cutting 
tool geometry; sharpening cutting tools; inch and metric measurements; indexing the lathe to file square and hex shapes; 
taps, drills and dies; making a brass screw; making a tap drill; making a tap; making a hex nut to fit the brass screw; making 
a winding stem for a pocket watch; and making a balance staff. Information about screw threads used in watch and 
clockmaking, as well as information on adjusting, lubricating, and checking the small lathe is included. 

Gene Buffard, Robert Good, Gene Bertram, Dwayne Peters, John Buehrer, and David Grayson turning, turning, and turning. John is 
a beginning watchmaker and is also an ornamental wood turner. John showed the class a pocket watch case he had made from a piece 
of exotic black wood he had engraved on the back in the pattern of Breguet. 
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Kent Dickerson, Barry Smith, Mark Woodson, Don Hahn, 
and Paul Cernic finishing up after a very busy day. Kent 
has also made a pocket watch case out of colorful 
semi-precious stone. We could go on and on about the 
abilities of this very talented group of watch and 
clockmakers. 

EDUCATION 
Bench Courses 

To schedule a Bench Course in your area please contact AWl for complete information. A list of available Bench 
Courses is printed hereforyourconvenience. To register for Bench Courses, please mail, phone, fax or e-mail 
your registrationandpaymentinformationto: American Watchmakers-Ciockmakerslnstitute, 701 Enterprise 
Drive, Harrison, OH 4503Q-1696; Toll Free 1-866-367-2924, Phone (513)367 -9800, Fax (513) 367-1414, E
mail: educate@awi-net.org PLEASE NOTE: Registrations are limited and will be selected by the earliest 
date received. Please include a check or charge card number (Visa, Mastercard, Discover or American Express), 
card expiration date, signature and phone number. All registration fee checks and charges are processed 
immediately upon receipt. DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION IS 30 DAYS BEFORE THE SCHEDULED 
DATE OF THE COURSE. •Indicates Bench Courses held in conjunction with a convention or purchased by 
an AWl Affiliate Chapter. For more information on these specific courses, please refer to the contact information 
provided for each class. 

DATE 

OCTOBER 2003 
18-19 

NOVEMBER 2003 
8-9 

CLASS 

Atmos Clock Repair 

Beginning Lathe 

INSTRUCTOR 

Jeff Hamilton 

Robert Porter 

October 2003 

LOCATION FEE 

Tallahassee, FL $250.00 

Dallas, TX $250.00 

Horological Times 

AWl BENCH COURSES 

Advanced Clock Repair 

Beginning Lathe 

Clock Case Repair 

Clock Escapements 

Cuckoo Clock Repair 

ETA Products 

Filing & Aat Polishing 

40Q-Day Clock Repair 

Hairspring Vibrating 

Introduction to American Pocket Watches 

Introduction to Clock Repair 

Introduction to Quartz Watch Repair 

Lathe Program 

Mechanical Watch Repair 

Micro Lathe Operations 

Mechanical Chronograph 

Organize Your Work Habits for Success 

Platform Escapements 

Repair of the Atmos Clock 

Repair of the Bulova Accutron 

Seiko Kinetic Quartz Watch Repair 

Sequential Chime 

Servicing ETA Quartz Chronographs 

Striking Clocks 

A Study of the Deadbeat Escapement 

Swiss Auto Quartz 
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Lucy Fuleki 
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Member Benefit Spotlight 
- The Horological Times 

Indisputably the number one member 
benefit of AWl membership is the monthly ar
rival of the Horological Times (HT). This 
magazine, with its technical articles, book re
views and industry news, has become the life's 
blood of the American Watchmakers
Clockmakers Institute. It is kept by members 
for many years and referenced when they 
encounter a repair or restoration project pre
viously mastered by one of the HTwriters. An 
index of the articles is planned as part of the 
new AWl web site under construction. 
Members can also submit articles to the Horo
logical Times. Payment of $50-$200 is re
ceived for most articles contributed, and even 
up to $500 for something exceptional. The 
Horological Times Committee and ultimately 
the Executive Director determine payments. 
Once an article is received, acknowledgement 
will be given the member. The article is then 
submitted to the HT committee for its review. 
The member will then be notified of the 
results of the review. 

For a complete "Contributors' Guide" 
see the May 2003 HT. Articles can be sent to: 
Horological Times, 701 Enterprise Drive, 
Harrison, OH 45030; or e-mailed to 
dbaas@ awi-net.org. Electronically submitted 
articles should be a format readable by 
Microsoft Word or Adobe Pagemaker. Text 
and illustrations should be sent as separate 
files. Photos and drawings should be provided 
as a TIFF or JPEG of sufficient resolution to 
provide 300 dpi at the size likely to be printed 
and readable by Adobe Photoshop 7 .0. 

The current format of the magazine 
began in 1977 as an inspiration of the late Hal 
Herman, its first editor. Before that time the 
Institute published a small newsletter. Herman, 
his son Tom, followed by Maury Norrell, man
aged the magazine until the mid 90s when then 
Executive Director Milt Stevens became its 
editor. 

In 1983, after working at the Harrison 
Record newspaper for five years, Donna Baas 
answered an ad from AWl seeking help on its 

Kathy Ortt, Associate 
Editor and Donna 
Baas, Managing 
Editor 
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magazine and she came to the rescue. Donna's duties 
included typesetting and mock-up originally. In 1993 she 
assumed responsibility for display advertisers and classi
fied ads. Hired by Stevens to work at the former A WI 
headquarters in the Cincinnati suburb of Cheviot, Donna 
is now the oldest A WI employee, or rather I should say 
she has the most seniority. She's actually quite young to 
have worked at AWl for 20 years. She graduated Sunman 
High School in Sunman, Indiana in 1973. 

The HT, which had been sent outside for scan
ning, typesetting and layout, returned to being an in-house 
project in April1998. At that time Kathy Ortt also became 
Associate Editor. Kathy performs her duties outside the 
AWl headquarters building. 

What is the most difficult task Donna encoun
ters? Donna has struggled to find original, horological-re
lated covers since Ron DeCorte championed that format 
in 1998. She said the current covers are more "challeng
ing" but definitely more appropriate. 

This magazine originally sported scenic covers. 
In fact, when its current managing editor, Donna Baas 
interviewed for the job of typesetter and paste-up person, 
she looked at a copy of the Horological Times and im
mediately asked herself what horticulture had to do with 
clocks and watches. Donna's farm-country background 
explains her frrst impression of the magazine. She is a native 
of St. Leon, Indiana and still resides on the Singer (her maiden 
name) family homestead. 

Donna married her childhood sweetheart, Darrel 
Baas, another Sunman High School graduate, on June 21, 
197 5. Darrel served in theN avy during most of their court
ship and was discharged in 1973 after serving four years. 
Their son Jeremy was born February 12, 1977, followed 
by Scott on June 23, 1980. 

Donna's brother Bob runs the family farm with 
Scott's help. Scott is also a welder and works in shipping 
and receiving at Torbeck Industries. Son Jeremy works at 
Whitewater Building Products, a manufacturing firm that 
sells to builders. Donna has three sisters and two broth
ers. Sister Carole Ritizi also lives in St. Leon, Kathy Cox 
in West Harrison and Sharon Brown in Sunman, Indiana. 
Her brother Richard lives in Columbia City, Indiana. 
Donna's house is on the Singer homestead and eight miles 
from Darrel's mother. Her close proximity to family has 
been a godsend since Donna was widowed on April 23rct 
of this year. 
· When Donna's father suffered a heart attack in 
1998 he spent some time in intensive care at Christ Hos
pital in Cincinnati and Donna was required to be at her 
father's bedside. Unable to get to the office, Donna was 
visited at the hospital by one of Tom Herman's employees 
from The Cobb Group, bringing her the "blue line" draft 
of the HT to review. Herman, who still is the HT printer, 
is the son of Hal Herman and worked for A WI from 

1978-1980 as the HT managing editor. He again showed 
his devotion to the HTthis past April when he brought his 
computer expert into the office to take the contents of the 
HT off Donna's computer while she was away on be
reavement leave. With this amount of dedication to the 
magazine, it is no wonder its production runs like "clock
work." 

Assistant Editor Kathy Ortt and her husband 
Dennis live near Sunman, Indiana, with their three young 
children: Isabelle, Nathan and Lucy. Her duties include 
scanning, typesetting, editing and composition. We only 
see her in the office about twice a month; once is for 
"final corrections day". Visiting with her magnetic trio of 
little ones is always a bright spot in the month. 

Is Donna proud of her accomplishments? Donna 
said she is proud of the HT but that credit should go to 
those who contribute the articles, the advertisers and the 
Horological Times committee. Thanks to current com
mittee members: Chairwoman Linda Chrysler; Chip Lim, 
CMW, CMC, CMEW; Bob Ockenden, CMC; Robert Por
ter, CMW; Frank Poye, CW; Thomas Schomaker, CMW; 
and Manuel Yazijian. 
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Tile tnrernatlorwl Magazine tor Clock Collecrors & Resrorers 

... Clock repair 

... Restoration 

... Clockmaking 

... Laurie Penman ... 
.•. and MORE! Every month at a special 
price for AWl members of $74 (normal 
price $79). Just fill in the form below 
and send it to us at: Splat Publishing 

pTfr"' · · Fl Ltd, 28 Gillespie Crescent, Edinburgh 
EHlO 4HU, UK. Tel: +44 131 228 6388. 

Fax: +44 131 229 5550. E-mail: enquiries@clocksmagazine.com 
,. ,----------------------------------------------------------------~ 

l Title ...... first name ............ Last name ...... . ...................... AWl N" ............ ........... l 
I I 

! Address .................. . ..... .. •..•.•...... .... ... ........ ...... ................ .. .... .. ..........•. .........•.... I 
! l 
f •••••••H' ''"''' '''''''''''''''''''''""''''' ' '"' ",.. ''''''''''' ' ' 'uoooo .... ooo,...oo ooo .. oo4-0uoooooo ouo oo .. o.oooo.o ,.oooooooouooo.o•••+ t 
I I 
I I 

I ................................. Zirx:ode .... ..................... . . .... •... . Countrv ........... .................. I 
I ' I 
I I 

I Cardholder's name (as it appears on the card) ................... , .......... ....... ... . .... ....... ... l 
I I 
I I ! Card N' ........................................ •... ...........•.......... .. Expiry dale ······ ··········· · ···-·· ! 
I I 

t~~:':~~~_:~~~·~~~·~·~~-:·~-~~-~-·~_:_:::·~·::::~:~~~:~-~a~~~~~·~~:::::~_::::.::·~-1 
Visit our website at: www.clocksmagazine.com 
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Gary Richards, 
Director of Development 
AWl-ELM Charitable Trust 
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AWl-ELM Trust Update 
News That Is Worth Your "Time" 

I am pleased to report that the Ameri
can Watchmak:ers-Clockmak:ers Institute par
ticipated in The Cincinnati Observatory's 
"ScopeOut 2003" Telescope Fair, which was 
held at the Observatory on Saturday, October 
4th. For those of you who have never heard of 
the Cincinnati Observatory or its annual 
"ScopeOut" event, let me get you up to speed. 
The Cincinnati Observatory is the nation's first 
(and oldest) professional observatory and 
houses the world's oldest professional telescope 
still in public use. The Cincinnati Observatory 
was founded in 1842 and has played a funda
mental role in the development of American 
astronomy. 

The "ScopeOut 2003" Telescope Fair 
was the Observatory's way of celebrating the 
State of Ohio's Bicentennial (1803-2003) and 
was an opportunity for people of all ages to 
look at the latest and greatest astronomical 
equipment offered by local and national ven
dors. The event featured lectures on topics such 
as how to buy a telescope, what's up in the 
night sky, astrophotography and more. The 
event also featured telescope making demon
strations, art and astrophotography exhibits, a 
special "Ask the Astronomer" booth, provided 
opportunities for safe viewing of the sun 
through telescopes, as well as guided tours of 
the historic and recently renovated Observa
tory. The public was encouraged to bring their 
own telescopes for expert help and responded 
in great numbers. 

At that evening's special dinner pro
gram, keynote speaker Dr. Margaret Hanson, 
a University of Cincinnati astronomer, gave a 
presentation on "Super Massive Star Clusters 
In Our Own Milky Way." Once it got dark 
outside, there was a telescope viewing through 
the Observatory's telescopes, as well as tele
scopes provided by club members and vendors. 

So how did A WI fit into all of this you 
ask? In 2001, AWl approached the Cincinnati 
Observatory and offered to restore four an
tique clocks that once kept the official time for 
Cincinnati. These four clocks were manufac-

tured between 1840 and 1908 and local as
tronomers at the Observatory used these clocks 
to set the standard time for the region and also 
to measure the stars. The Observatory agreed 
to let AWl repair these four historic clocks in 
time for its Ohio Bicentennial celebration (i.e., 
Scopeout 2003). The clocks were carefully 
packed and transported to AWl's headquar
ters in Harrison, Ohio, where they were me
ticulously dismantled and finally restored to 
near original condition after approximately one 
year of restoration at A WI. During "ScopeOut 
2003", these clocks were displayed on work 
frames which enabled the public to see much 
of their inner workings. Now that the fair is 
over with, the clocks will be mounted in their 
original casings and a couple of them will even
tually be placed in an environmentally controlled 
room that was built over 100 years ago. 

During the event, AWl instructor 
Laurie Penman gave a special presentation 
about these four historic clocks, including an 
overview of his restoration of the clocks on 
behalf of the Observatory. I oversaw and 
manned an AWl booth at the event that fea
tured information about AWl, the A WI-ELM 
Charitable Trust, the Trust's History of Time 
Museum and much more. To top it all off, A WI 
was officially recognized at the event with a 
special plaque that was presented to Jim Lubic 
by representatives of the Cincinnati Observa
tory. This plaque was a nice way for the Ob
servatory to thank A WI for all of its work re
storing the Observatory's four historic clocks. 

The Cincinnati Observatory is located 
on Mt. Lookout on the east side of Cincinnati. 
So, if and when you visit the Greater Cincinnati 
area in the future and you would like to visit 
the Cincinnati Observatory, here's how 
you can get more information. Visit 
www.cincinnatiobservatory.org, e-mail 
observatory@fuse.net or call 513-321-5186. 

I am also pleased to announce that I 
recently received some good news from The 
Greater Cincinnati Foundation (GCF) about a 
grant application that I submitted to that 
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organization on behalf of the A WI-ELM Charitable Trust. 
I was informed on September yct that GCF awarded the 
AWl-ELM Charitable Trust $18,500 for its new Career 
Training For Young Adults and Underprivileged Stu
dents Program. GCF will release the funds to The Trust 
on condition that we come up with a dollar for dollar match 
of their funds. These matching funds must come from a 
source or sources outside of the organization, meaning 
we will have to secure the matching $18,500 from addi
tional organizations, businesses or foundations if we are 
to secure the GCF's $18,500. We have one year to come 
up with the matching $18,500. This is a program that, if 
fully funded, will enable The Trust to offer free classes to 
area students two evenings per week . These courses will 
be tailor-made especially for teenagers and young adults 
who may not get the opportunity to go to college. Our 
minimum objective is to make at least a dozen young people 
more aware of watchmaking, clockmaking and repair as 
a potential career or hobby. Our maximum objective is to 
get at least a dozen young people to become actively in
volved in watchmaking, clockmaking and repair as a pro
fession. I will keep you up to date on the progress of this 
program in future editions of Horological Times. 

0 

AWl-ELM TRUST 
BATTERY RECYCLING 
PROGRAM 
DISCONTINUED 

Due to all the non-silver oxide batteries that 
have become more prevalent and stricter 
regulations on how to dispose of these bat
teries, it was decided that the program 
should come to an end. The ELM Trust 
hopes that you will still think of them when 
recycling your batteries by requesting that 
your recycling company send your check 
directly to the ELM Trust. This will still be a 
tax deductible donation. 

AWl EVENING CLASSES IN 
CLOCK AND WATCH REPAIR 

American Watchmakers-Ciockmakers Institute is offering weekly evening classes (1 0 consecu
tive Wednesdays) in clock and watch repair. These will be basic instructional classes, loosely 
structured to adapt to the needs of the students. Watch and clock classes will run simultaneously 
on Wednesday evenings from 6:00pm to 9:00pm at the training facilities at AWl in Harrison, Ohio. 

Instructors: 

Schedule: 

Location: 

Cost: 

Laurie Penman, Clock Repair 
Tom Schomaker, CMW, Watch Repair 

Fall Session 
September 10, 2003 - November 12, 2003 

AWl Training Facility 
701 Enterprise Drive 
Harrison, OH 45030 

$350 per 1 0-week session 
Registrants must be AWl members 
($72 yearly membership). Tool and material costs are extra 

For further information or to register for a class, contact Nancy Wellmann, Education Coordinator 
1-866-367-2924, ext. 303 ore-mail: nwellmann@awi-net.org 
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Classified 
Advertising 
Regulations & Rates 

Ads are payable in advance 90¢ per word, 
$1.00 per word in bold type. Classified dis
play ads are $40.00 per column inch, 214'' 
wide. Ads are not commissionable or dis
countable. The publisher may, at the 
publisher's sole discretion and for any rea
son and without notice, decline to publish or 
republish any ad, in which case any fees 
submitted or paid for such ads shall be re
turned or rebated to the advertiser. The pub
lisher reserves the right to edit all copy. Price 
lists of services will not be accepted. Confi
dential ads are $10.00 additional for post
age and handling. The first of the month is 
issue date. Copy must be received 30 days 
in advance (December issue closes for copy 
on November 1st). 

HOROLOGICAL TIMES 
701 Enterprise Drive 
Harrison, OH 45030 

Toll Free 1-866-367-2924, ext. 307 
Phone (513) 367-9800 

Fax (513) 367-1414 
E-mail: dbaas@awi-net.org 

TRADESMAN 
POCKET WATCH & 

MARINE CHRONOMETER REPAIR 
General repair and restoration of antique and 
complicated watches. Custom parts fabrica
tion including staffs, verge staffs, stems, le
vers, and springs. Located in Massachusetts. 
Matt Henning, CW (413) 549-1950; 
www.henningwatches.com 
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Quartz Conversions 
Diamond Dial Conversions 

Emblem & Name Personalization 
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Write for Brochures I 
INTERNATIONAL DIAL CO., INC. I 

58W.SUGARTREE I 
P.O. BOX 970 I 

WILMINGTON,OH45177 I 
(937) 382-4535 L ___________ ...J 
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ATMOS 
Service & Repair- Original Parts Only 

• 2-year Warranty on Labor 
• Lower Prices on Parts 
• Faster Turnaround 
Clockmaster, Inc. 

2537 So. Brentwood St. Louis, MO 63144 

1-800-837-1545 
(314) 968-1010 

MORGAN PIVOT POUSBER 
POLISH PIVOTS IN ASr-- -

LITTLE AS 5-7 SEC. 
fiJSSHERLI~~= I)ITHES. 

I\II.JCH!IAKERS & 

MORGAN CLOCK CO .. 
800.806-2220 9-5 CST 

MORGANPIVOTPOUSHER .COM 

Barry J. Carter, Watchmaker 
Specializing in verge and lever fusee 

CNC machining 
Parts manufacturing, repivoting, staffs 

Repairing the unrepairable 
(250) 216-0791 bcarter@vergeworks.net 

Port Angeles, WA 

HAMILTON ELECTRIC WATCH REPAIR 
Expert, experienced service on all Hamilton 
500 and 505 Electric watches. Hamilton elec
tric watches and parts always wanted. Rene 
Rondeau, P .0. Box 391, Corte Madera, CA 
94976. Tel: (415) 924-6534. E-mail: 
rene@ hamiltonwristwatch.com 

WHOLESALE WATCH REPAIR SHOP located 
in Pensacola, FL. Call for price list (850) 944-
3323 or (850) 501-8162. 

VINTAGE POCKET WATCH RESTORATION. 
Twenty years experience, guarantee, 
free estimates. The Escapement, P.O. 
Box 522, Pooler, GA 31322; (912) 330-0866 

GLASS CRYSTALS 
For pocket watches and wristwatches. For 
price list/order blank: Send SASE to Mel Kaye, 
Box 322, Basking Ridge, NJ 07920. 

CLOCK, MUSIC BOX MAINSPRINGS, GEAR 
PINION CUTTERS, MATERIAL & PARTS CUS
TOM MADE. TAN I ENGINEERING, 1852 St. Rt. 
44, Atwater, OH 44201; (330) 325-0645. Cata
log $3.00. 

ALVIN KRUTOLOW FOR 
ROLEXSERVICE 

Master Watchmaker, 47 years experience. 
Awarded technical certificate from Rolex in 
1977. Service includes case & bracelet refin
ishing & waterproofing of case. All watch 
parts are genuine Rolex. We specialize in the 
repair of high-grade watches & clocks. Not 
affiliated with Rolex Watches, Inc. USA. Ask 
for Alvin or Marcus, (203) 792-4539. 
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Micro Drills and Taps 
Precision Swiss made Collets 

Special loupes, Achromatic, and Aplanetic 
Complicated Watch Restoration 

Website: 
http://www .concentric. neU ~ Rdecorte 

· or call us 
Ron DeCorte Ltd. +1 419 3811081 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT SERVICE 
We are Factory Authorized Service for: 

• VIBROGRAF & PORTESCAP 
• TICK-0-PRINT & L&R 

We service all makes of ultrasonics, all makes of watch rate 
recorders, and related equipment 25 years experience. 

190 Deepstone Drive San Rafael, CA 94903 
Used Equipment Bought & Sold 
~ For Information 
L..::::.J ( 415) 453-9266 

OK Rotors 
Phone: 330-628-9655 

Fax: 330-628-9255 
E:mail: okrotors@neo.rr.com 

CLEANING, RESTORATION & PART 
MANUFACTURING FOR ALL 

TYPES OF CLOCKS & WATCHES 
We service and restore all types and grades 
of watches and clocks. Patek Philippe, Piguet, 
Vacheron & Constantin, Rolex, LeCoultre, 
Omega, Accutron, mechanical (all complica
tions), tuning fork, electric, quartz, fusees, 
alarms, repeaters, chronographs, chronom
eters, wristwatches, pendant watches, and 
pocket watches. Antique or new. Also all 
styles of clocks: Atmos, cuckoo, 400-day, 
electronic, and quartz. Special repairs wel
come. Staff manufacturing, repivoting, stem 
manufacturing (regular and oversize), gear 
cutting, etc. Free estimates. Fast turnaround 
time. 37 years experience in watch and clock 
restoration and parts manufacturing. 

J.S. Park, CMW, CMEW 
Member AWl & NAWCC 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

TIME WORLD 
1240 Arbor Place Mall 

Douglasville, GA 30135 
(678) 715-7707 

Mon-Sat 1 0-9 Sun 1-6 



GOLD PLATING SERVICE 
Tank-Barrel-Brush Plating 

One piece or 1 0,000 pieces 
Quick and Quality Service 

Call 1-800-256-0692 
Samson Technology 

Corporation 
2240 SW 70th Ave. #E 

Davie, FL 33317 
E-mail: sales@ samson24k.com 

INDEX WHEELS FOR WATCH & CLOCK
MAKERS LATHES. Made to fit your lathe. CNC 
produced. Sold in sets or made to your specs. 
Peterson Clockworks, 138 W. George St., St. 
Paul, MN 551 07-2754; (651) 224-2121. 

Watch Wheel Repivoting 
Staffs & Stems Custom Made 

Philip J. Stoller, Certified Watchmaker 
510 E Washington St., Suite 202 

Bloomington, IL 61701 (309) 820-0592 
pstoller@mailstation.com 

HOROLOGICAL MACHINING COMPANY 
Pinions, wheels, gears, staffs, stems, barrels, 
levers, jeweling. We balance wheels, staffs 
& hairsprings. Adams Machining, Makers of 
Watch & Clock Parts. (417) 257-1345. 

FENDLEY & COX 
WHEEL AND PINION SPECIALIST 
1530 Etain Rd., Irving, TX 75060 

RICHARD COX 972-986-7698 
www.fendley-cox.com 

DIAL REFINISHING CO. FAST SERVICE, 
FINEST QUALITY, quantity works welcome. 
Specialize on changing dial feet positions to fit 
the quartz movement. Send your works to: KIRK 
DIAL OF SEATTLE, 4th & Pike Bldg., Suite 625, 
Seattle, WA 98101; (206) 623-2452. 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 

fULLY tEED 
wAttttAN & cleaners 
watch 'fil11ers 

/ eckcel/§ 
Your battery connection and more ... 

379 Main Street Stoneham, MA 02180 

CRYSTAL GASKET ASSORTMENT 
201PIECES 

ALL SIZES FROM 14.0-34.0 
(Sized in one-tenth increments) 

$175.00 
Refills Available at $1.25 each 

MCNISA 

TOLL-FREE 800-514-1270 PHONE 
TOLL-FREE 800-690-3303 FAX 

W.R. Smith "how to make" clockmaking books: 
Skeleton Wall Clock; Grasshopper Skeleton 
Clock; Lyre Skeleton Clock; Modelmaking Tools 
& Techniques; Workshop Techniques; & all 
John Wilding books- $45 each, postpaid. WR 
Smith,FBHI,FNAWCC,CMC,CMW,CMEW,8049 
Camberley Dr., Powell, TN 37849. Phone (865) 
947-9671. E-mail: WRSmith2@aol.com, Web: 
http://horology.magnet.fsu.edu/wrsmith.htm 

SHERLINEPRODUCTS 
Free catalogs upon request 

Limited Supply on Hand of Machines & 
Accessories at Pre-Price Increase Prices 

Starrett Collets Now Available 
ANTIQUE CLOCKWORKS, LTD. 

P.O. Box 201, Loretto, MN 55357 
Toll Free 877-643-7698 

E-mail: info@ AntiqueCiockworksltd.com 
www.AntiqueCiockworksLtd.com 

Regula and H. Herr cuckoo movements. Com
plete selection. Great pricing. Examples: 1-day 
R25: $30, 8-day R34:$45. Also factory stopper 
new Hermie, Urgos, and Kieninger at 60% OFF 
our regular wholesale prices. Call Butterworth 
1-800-258-5418. 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Discontinued SEIKO & LASSALE 

Bands, Cases, Dials, Straps 
& Case Parts 

This is an inventory of complete salesmen's 
samples. We have over 15,000 cases/bands 
in stock for immediate delivery. Crystals, di
als, hands and crowns are available. Re
new that old SEIKO or LASSALE customer's 
watch for a fraction of the cost of normal 
parts purchase. We have many parts that 
the major distributor can't supply. All parts 
are from U.S.A. authorized models. 

Call RON CANDA 
1-877-226-3259 
This is a FREE call!!! 

Have caseback, dial, or band numbers 
ready and I will let you know cost and 
availability. 

E-mail: candajewel@aol.com 
www.candowatches.com 
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If You Repair Clocks ... 
you need our all new Catalog #28. 

1........-~-.-s.nm.~· I 

Timesavers 
Box 12700 

Scottsdale, AZ 85267• USA 
480-483-3711/480-483-6116 

info@timesavers.com I www.timesavers.com 
Our 152 page Catalog #28 is $3 post paid 

STUCK FOR A MOVEMENT? 
or a watch part? Call Don Kraker's Watch 
Movements. (559) 229-8423 or write 4325 No. 
5th St., Fresno, CA 93726. 

W.R. Smith 2-hour Workshop Videos (VHS or 
DVD): Graver Making & Hand Turning, Wheel 
Cutting; Pinion Making & Depthing; Workshop 
Procedures; Tooling the Workshop- $60 
each postpaid. WRSmith, FBHI, FNAWCC,CMC, 
CMW, CMEW, 8049 Cambertey Dr., Powell, TN 
37849. Phone (865) 947-9671. 
E-mail: WRSmith2@aol.com , Web: http:// 
horology. mag net. fsu. edu/wrsm ith. htm 

DASHTO INC./TOM MISTER 
http://www.dashto.com 

Huge and everchanging selection 
Used and new horological items 

Sold by internet list only 
TOOLS/EQUIPMENT 

MATERIALASSTS/PARTS 
POCKET/WRISTWATCHES 

WATCH MOVEMENTS 
WATCH CASES & DIALS 

WATCH BRACELETS/BUCKLES 
MUCH MORE 

WE BUY & TRADE ALSO 
tom@dashto.com 
http://dashto.org 

CLOCK & WATCHMAKERS TOOLS 
By J. Malcolm Wild, England 

Depthing Tools, Milling Spindle, Jacot Tool, 
Division Plates, Mainspring Winder, Staking Tool 

All tools craftsman-made. 
Also Thornton Wheel & Pinion Cutters 

for both clocks and wat ches 

Send $10.00 for 50-page catalog to: 

JMW (Clocks) 
Prop. J . Malcolm Wild, FBHI 

12 Norton Green Close, Sheffield S8 8BP 
England 

Fax No. 01144 2740295 
US Contact Call (570) 937-3301 
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HELP WANTED 

Experienced Watchmaker Needed 
Full-Time or Part-Time. Should have minimum 
3 years experience. Must be able to work 
on Quartz, Mechanical and Automatic 
watches, including luxury brand certifica
tion. Must be able to perform battery replace
ments, band adjustments, and resealing of 
divers watches. References essential. (516) 
542-5755 

ANTIQUE CLOCK RESTORATION 
TECHNICIANS 

Needed to restore and preserve pre-
1900 heritage clocks using 
clockmaker's tools, measuring in
struments, bench machines & clean
ing equipment. Repair, fabricate or 
replace damaged, worn, or missing 
parts according to historical clock 
period. Candidates must have 5 
years experience. Compensation 
commensurate with knowledge and 
experience. Send resume to: H.R., 
American Watchmakers-Clock
makers Institute, 701 Enterprise 
Drive, Harrison, OH 45030-1696. 
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BUSINESS FOR SALE 
JEWELRY & WATCH STORE & REPAIR BUSI
NESS FOR SALE: San Angelo, Texas. Includes 
benches, tools, equipment, display counters , 
clocks, watch inventory (new & vintage), 
watch parts (new, antique & vintage) . Rented 
store front with established trade and good 
customer base. Room for expansion. No com
petition on watch repair. In watch repair busi
ness for 40 years. Contact Mingo at (325) 944-
7399. 

TOURS 
Henry B. Fried Memorial- 31•' Annual Horo
logic Tour: Italy (M ilan - Private Collections, 
Poldi-Pezzoli Museum; Meet H.O.R.A.; Bergamo 
-Antique Market; Italian Riviera -Luxora Horo
logic Museum, Absolut Glass Clocks Manufac
ture, Florence - Galileo Museum Of Science; 
Rome) Mediterranean Cruise (Sorrento
Correale Museum, Capri, Messina- Astronomi
cal Clock; Malta- Astronomical Temples; Malt
ese Clocks; Santorini, Ephessus, Athens- Old
est Water Clock, Olympia - Birthplace of the 
Olympic Games, Corfu, Dubrovnik, Venice) April 
17-May 04, 2004. Brochure? 1-800-262-4284 
or www.horologytours.net 
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WANTED TO BUY 
Collector seeks Early American watches, move
ments and dials by the following firms: 
C Fasoldt, GP Reed, Mozart, US Marion, Empire 
City, Royal Gold American, Cornell , California, 
Newark, Western, JG Hall, Nashua, Pitkin, New 
York Springfield, DD Palmer, Freeport , MS 
Smith , Hoyt, Allison, San Jose , Otay, KW 
Howard, Von der Heydt.. .. I will even buy ac
cumulations - please contact Desmond Lundy, 
Box 30112, Victoria, BC V8X 5E1 or e-mail 
fermenthaus@ shaw.ca 

BUYING OLD ROLEX WATCHES 
Explorer, Submariner, Sea-Dweller, GMT, 
Milgauss, Bubbleback, Cosmograph, Chrono
graph, Speed King, Oyster, any partial watches, 
movements, dials, crowns, signs , clocks, 
anything Rolex. 

Call Don Meyer 1-800-833-3159 

We pay 97% of market for karat gold scrap (any 
amount)! Also, buy filings, gold fill , sweeps, 
silver, platinum! Immediate 24-hour payment 
return mail! Ship insured/registered mail to: 
AMERICAN METALS COMPANY, 253 King St. , 
Dept. HT, Charleston, SC 29401 . Established 
1960. Phone (843) 722-2073. 

BUYING WATCHMAKER ESTATES, TOOLS, 
MATERIAL, MOVEMENTS, POCKET WATCH 
COLLECTIONS, in Midwest and Western USA. 
Larry, larjones@earthlink.net, (970) 263-8807, 
Box 84, Whitewater, CO 81527. 

WATCH MATERIAL 
DISTRIBUTORS 

Please call us if you are interested 
in selling your business. 
All replies confidential. 
Contact Pat Cassedy 

Cas-Ker Co. (513) 674-7700 

We also fit glass crystals to 
Openface, Hunting, and English 

chain drive watches. 
Complete watches, dials, 

movements, case springs for sale. 

G F Specialties 
1-800-351-6926 
P.O. Box 170216 

Milwaukee, WI 53217 



WE BUY ENTIRE 
WATCH COLLECTIONS 

Call Toll Free 
1-800-426-2344 

203-366-2500 

Ron Fried, 
President 

"I look forward to 
giving you honest 

and reliable service." 

SPECIALTYMETALS 
REFINING 

COMPANY,INC. 
1915 Black Rock Turnpike 

Fairfield, CT 06430 

Members: 
Better Business Bureau 

Jewelers Board of Trade 

217 Consecutive Ads 

ATTENTION RETIRED WATCHMAKERS 
Call us before you sell your parts, tools, 
and watches. We have helped over 125 
watchmakers in the last three years to 
dispose of their accumulations. When 
you're really ready to sell, we're ready to 
buy! Phone (727) 327-3306. Ask for Jeff or 
Nancy. E-mail: jeffnancy@watchfinder.com 

Small CHELSEA or WATERBURY move
ment needed to fit miniature carriage clock, 
2"H X 1 Y2'W X 1 "D. (919) 369-9800 
dennis@dialrepair.com 

IT'S TIME 
TO SELL 

A WATCH 
TOP PRICES PAID! 

ROLEX • PATEK PHILIPPE 
VACHERON & CONSTANTIN 

AUDEMARS PIGUET 
BREITliNG • CARTIER 

& OTHERS 

When you're ready to sell 
Call Toll Free 

1-800-842-8625 
Always prompt payment! 

l A TTl\ T /"""' A '""rr..Ct"' 
v~ru;:, 

QU\L• ' ...... --.. --.. 

ACCUMLATIONS WANTED!! 
Buying Watchmakers' Stock of Old Watches, 
Cases, Movements, Watch Material, all types 
of wristwatches from common brands to all 
the famous makers. 

Serious buyer. Serious offers. 
Don Meyer 1-800-833-3159 

12900 Preston Rd. #325 
Dallas, TX 75230 

E-mail: donmeyer@hotmail.com 

Horological Times 
Annual Binders 

Preserve a full year's volume of 
your Horologica/ Times in this 
handsome, embossed 12-spine 
binder. 

$14.00 each 

Horological Times 
Back Issues 

1977 through the present 
Limited quantities and some issues 

may no longer be available. 

1-5 $6.25 each 
6-12 $5.75 each 
13+ $5.00 each 
A WI members receive a 

10% discount on back issues 

To order contact AWl at 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 301 

or visit our web site 
www.awi-net.org 

American Watchmakers-Ciockmakers Institute 

Industry Advisory Board Members 
The purpose of the AWl Industry Advisory Board is to give assistance to the president, the directors, and the general membership of the 
American Watchmakers-Ciockmakers Institute on any projects undertaken by the organization; and to recommend to and advise the president 
and directors on any matter or subject for the betterment of the Institute, its members and the industry. 

Bulova Watch Co. 
H.E. Carnasion 
Woodside, NY 

Butterworth Clocks Inc. 
Mark Butterworth 
Muscatine, lA 

Cas-KerCo. 
Lou Esselman 
Cincinnati, OH 

Cooper & Co., Inc. 
AI Cooper 
Cincinnati, OH 

Esslinger & Co. 
Bill Esslinger 
Saint Paul, MN 

Jewelry Industry Distributors 
Association (JIDA) 
Andrew Avery 
Chevy Chase, MD 

S. LaRose Inc. 
Greensboro, NC 

Livesay's 
Henry Livesay 
Tampa, FL 

Wm. S. McCaw Co. 
Gerald Wilson 
Toledo, OH 

Richemont NA 
Willem Van Kempen 
New York, NY 

Societe Suisse de Chronometrie 
Anne Thierrin 
Neuchatel, Switzerland 
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Sy Kessler Sales lnc./Renata U.S. 
Henry Kessler 
Dallas, TX 

Tiffany & Co. 
Michael Biondolillo 
Flushing, NY 

Tourneau 
Anthony Riggio 
Westport, CT 

Watch & Clock Review 
Bert Kalisher, Editor 
Hewlett, NY 

Witschi Electronics USA, Inc. 
Tony Voight 
Palmyra, NJ 
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AWl Employee Directory 
James E. Lubic, CMW 
Executive Director 
Education & Technical Director 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 31 0 
jlubic@ awi-net.org 

Lucy Fuleki 
Assistant Executive Director 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 304 
lfuleki@ awi-net.org 

Thomas J. Pack 
Finance Director 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 311 
tpack@ awi-net.org 

Donna K. Baas 

Managing Editor/Advertising Manager 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 307 
dbaas@ awi-net.org 

Nancy L. Wellmann 
Education Coordinator 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 303 
nwellmann@ awi-net.org 

Sharon McManus 
Membership Coordinator 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 302 
smcmanus@ awi-net.org 

Mary Huff 
Shipping Coordinator 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 305 
mhuff@awi-net.org 

Melanie Frye 
Receptionist/Secretary 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 301 
mfrye@ awi-net.org 

21 Vibrograf U.S.A. Corp. 
(516) 437-8700 

back cover Witschi Electronics USA Ltd. 
(800) 882-7977 

3 Zantech 
(800) 441-7569 

Gary Richards 
AWl-ELM Charitable Trust 
Development Director 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 315 
grichards@ awi-net.org 

Laurie Penman 
Clock Instructor 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 318 
I penman@ awi-net.org 

Steve Jones 
Audiovisual Manager 
1-866-367-2924 ext. 308 
sjones@ awi-net.org 

American Watchmakers·Ciockmakers Institute 
701 Enterprise Drive, Harrison, OH 45030 
Phone: Toll Free 1-866-367-2924 or (513) 367-9800 
Fax: (513) 367-1414 
E-mail: awi@awi-net.org 
Web Site: www.awi-net.org 
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (EST) 
Closed National Holidays 
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If you are looking for watch crystal repair made 
easy and affordable, you have found it ... 

The Schohl Crystal Cutting Machine 

The Schohl Crystal Cutting Machine was developed to be able to duplicate any flat 

watch crystal pattern. It is capable of cutting complex shapes so that even the most 

delicate watches can be repaired in minutes. 

Easy to use -you don't have to be a watchmaker or have any special skills or 

schooling to start making watch crystals right away. The entire crystal cutting 

process takes from 7-10 minutes. Watch crystal is repaired in 20 minutes while the 

customer waits, and shops! Make watch crystal repair more then a customer 

convenience - make it a profit center. 

An affordable machine that makes any shape mineral glass watch crystal in 

minutes in your own shop, most for less then $2.00 each. Includes practice blanks. 

Measures 71/z"H x ll"W x lO"D. Made in USA. 

590.865 Schohl Crystal Cutting Machine $975 
590.866 Replacement Diamond Point Stylus .. .. .. .......... .... ...... .............. $39.95 

40mm Mineral Glass Crystal Blanks .... ..... .... .. .... ... .. .............. .. ......... .. $1.00ea 

Turn the wheel at the front of the machine, and as 
bezel shape is traced directly ... 

... the diamond point etches the shape onto a 
40 mm mineral glass blank. Break off and lightly 
sand or grind. 

Cas·~(J(o. CALL 1-800-487-0408 
FAX 1-800-487-5848 

2550 CIVIC CENTER DR PO BOX 31167 
CINCINNATI OH 45231-0167 

LOCAL PHONE 513/674-7700 FAX 513/674-0600 

Shop our web site: www.casker.com 



EARN 

GREAT PRODUCTS 

WITH MAXELL 

BATTERY REWARDS. 

The more you buy, the more you earn. 
Limited time offer. 

Some restrictions apply. 
Ask your representative for more details. 

THOSE WHO PUT 

THEIR NAME 

ON THE OUTSIDE, 

PREFER 0 u R NAME 

ON THE INsIDE. 

QUALITY. INNOVATION. LONGEVITY. 

maxell 
THE WORLD LEADER IN MICRO BATTERY TECHNOLOGY 




